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'Rabbit-Proof Fence'
opens gate to
controversy

Is Sen . Tom Daschle
losing his mind?
Looks like it
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'Blues' to the rescue
0
Jake and Elwood
Blues take one more
trip down Wacker Drive
By Lisa Balde
and Fernando Dlaz
Staff Writers
Deafening sirens and spinning
blue lights filled Lower Wacker
Drive as six ' 60s-era Chicago
cars
chased
the
police
"Bluesmobile" in a re-enactment
of a scene from The Blues
Brothers. The parade marked the
Nov. 26 reopening of the stretch
of road that has been closed to
the public since February 200 I.
The re-enactment of the
famous car chase in the 1980
comedy featured a set of Jake
and Elwood Blues look-alikes

riding in the same sleek black
Dodge Monaco that was chased
in the movie.
A mob of cop cars slowly
stalked the actors from North
State Street and Wacker Drive
up through Lower and Upper
Wacker drives, as a stream of
cars followed to get their frrst
chance to travel on the lower
portion of the road that has been
under construction for nearly
two years.
"We just wanted to celebrate
the opening with the City, and
The Blues Brothers i S an rrnportant part of Chicago," said
Chicago House of Blues marketing director Therese Macada.
The House of Blues provided the

See Blues, page 3

Sex offenders moved
out of Jones Prep area
0
Pacific Garden
Mission occupants
were in breach of law
By Angela Caputo
Assistant Editor
Sixty registered sex offenders
have been moved out of the
Pacific Garden Mission in recent
months after breaking a law that
prohibits sex offenders from living within 1,000 feet of a school.
An analysis of registered sex
offenders living in the First
District, completed by the
Chicago police last year, showed
that the Pacific Garden Mission
homeless shelter, 646 S. State
St., housed 60 registered offenders. The mission borders Jones
College Prep, a public magnet
school located at 606 S. State St.

that enrolls approximately 750
high school students.
"That's when we realized ,
' Hey, we've got a problem
here,"' said First District Sgt.
Bill O' Reilly.
Offenders living at the mission
violated a 1998 amendment to
the Sex Offender Registration
Act which makes it unlawfu l for
a s~x offender to live within
1,000 feet of a school, childcare
facility or day care center.
According to Chicago police,
it took three years-from the
time the act became law until last
year- for the Chicago Police
Department to develop a policy
and enforce it at the local level.
According to O' Reilly, last winter, after it had trickled down to
First District officers, "the con-

See Mission, page 2

Jones College Prep, located at 606 S. State St., Is situated virtually
next door to the Pacific Garden Mission, whose cross-shaped sign
can be seen In the background.
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artislJ~hn David Mooney will be in place to celebrate Wacker Dnve s reopemng unt1i 2003.

0
Papers' real test will ·come
when they are no longer free
By Michael DesEnfants
Staff Writer
It has been more than a month since the
Chicago Tribune and the Chica go Sun-Times
came out with their new dmly papers, the
RedEye and the Red Streak, respecti vely.
Both papers have a target audience of 18 to
34 years of age and contain shorter stones, concentrating more on entertamment and sports,
said Robert Davis, retired Tnbune wn ter and
personal consultant to the RedEye.
The Sun-Ti mes formulated the Red Streak as
a purely defensive strategy to the RedEye 's
publication.
Davis said that although the Red Eye only has
two actual reporters on staff, they have freelance writers who do additional stories. The
majority of the RedEye stories are simply taken
from the Tribune and shortened.
"They take what wi ll be in ~?e Tribune a~d
tool it for their purposes, Davts smd.
"Everything is done for demographics. Some
stories do better in RedEye than they do m the
Tribune."
Accordi ng to Davis, the RedEye should take
22 minutes to read, and descri bed it as "a quick
read for people who do not read anything."
Both papers have faced criticism. Jeremy
Mullman, a writer for Crane's Business
Magazine, said they should offer more o~ig in a l
content, and is not sure how the papers wtll fare
once they are no longer free.
"For 25 cents are people going to go out of
their way to buy them? That will be the moment
of truth. There is no way to tell if it is worth a

See Redbe, page 6

PUS
NEWS
Around Campus-------Radio industry job fair to be
held at Congress building
Infinity Radio will be holding a job fair at C33, on
the first floor of the 33 E. Congress Parkway building from noon to 4 p.m . on Wednesday, Dec. 11.
Job applications and resumes will be accepted.
Come and talk with representatives of Infinity stations like US99, B96 and The Mix. Students wishing to attend should consider meeting with their
career adviser before attending the job fair. For
more information, contact Doug Bonner, career
adviser, at dbonner@colum.edu or (312) 3447344.

Tie one on for Ed Morris
Columbia cordially invites the college community to attend a tie sale featuring the ties. bow ties,
and suspenders of Ed Morris in support of the
Edward L. and Marsha E. Morris Scholarship
Fund.
Ed was the former chair of the college's
Television Department. He died last April at the
age of 80.
Wine and hors d'oeuvres will be served in Studio
A on the 15th floor of the 600 S. Michigan Ave.
building. The tie sale will take place in Studio C
(The Morris Studio) in that building.
The sale will be on Friday, Dec. 6, from 5:30p.m .
to8 p.m .
For further information, call (312) 663- 1124.

Turell Brown (Far Right) warms up before the student concert series Tuesday, Nov. 26, at the Concert Hall, 1
Michigan Ave. Full-time faculty members Doug Lofstrom (on guitar) and Frank Donaldson (drums) accompany.

Senior Seminar course evolves
0
Teacher says earlier placement
of class may work better for students

'Art Talks' series continues

IBy Randy Klodz

On Dec. 4 , Joseph Holtzman , art director and
chief editor of Nest magazine, will discuss his publication's unique attitude toward form and content.
The discussion will take place in Room 20 3 of the
623 S. Wabash Ave. building, and runs from 6
p.m . to 7:30 p .m . Admission is free.
For more info, contact the Art and Design
Department at (312) 344-7192.

Staff Writer
Whether or not it's a popular course, all students must
take and pass Senior Seminar in order to graduate from
f:olumbia. And, although every student must complete
the evolving course, there are connicti ng opinions
egarding the program, its initiatives and whether it
hould be a requirement.
Senior Seminar meets once a week for two hours and
0 minutes and is offered through the School of Liberal
A rts and Sciences.
"Senior Seminar was created to address both the prolfessional and technical needs of the students as well as
i nvite them to consider questions of personal identity
lmd values," said Bill Hayashi, director of Senior
Seminar.
With this definition, Hayashi pointed to Columbia's
mission statement, which states that students will
" author the culture of their time."
" Senior Seminar was created to place artistic and
career training within the broader context of an enlightened l iberal education." Hayashi said.
The Senior Seminar program- which has courses
titled: Designing Vocation, M edia and Values, Arts and
Community, Inspirational Leadership, Spirituality and
Empowerment, Story and Image and Creative
Collaboration-offers its classes at a variety of times.
Hayashi currentl y instructs two sections of

t

CS to open at Dance Center
CS is the debut concert of works by the
Columbia
College
Chicag o
Composer's
Collective, which will present two evenings of original music composed by Columbia faculty. Works
range from jazz to contemporary classical, to
musical performance art and electronic soundscapes.
The Program A , on Dec. 5, encompasses works
by Joe Cerqua, Scott Hall, Sebastian Huydts, Kim
McCarthy, Richard Woodbury and Gary Yerkins,
w ith selected works conducted by James
McDonald.
Program B, on Dec. 6 , will have works by Jeff
Abell, Joseph Cancellaro, Gustavo Leone, Doug
Lofstrom, Howard Sandroff and Philip Seward,
with se lected works conducted by James
McDonald . Both nights' events will take place at 8
p.m . in the Dance Center, located at 1306 S.
Michigan Ave.
General admission is $1 2, $10 for seniors and
$5 for Columbia students with I D. A reception and
informal discussion with the composers will follow
each program. Call the Dance Center box office
for more information at (312) 344-8300.

Cultural evolution of dance
The Department of Cultural Affa irs and Columbia
College Chicago presents "Constructing Culture:
From Oriental to Indian Dance." Through slide
illustrations, the event will show how western
dance culture has evolved in the fi rst half of the
20th century.
On Dec. 5, starting at 6 p.m., students may visit
the Chicago Cultural Center, located at 78 E.
Washington St., to view the slide show. Admission
is free For more information, visit www.intersechons colum.edu, or contact the Department of
Cultural A ffairs at (312) 344-7954.

If you have an upcomi ng event or
announcement, please call the Chronicle's
news desk at (312) 344-7255.

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT
WWW.COLUMBIACHRONICLE.COM
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ports the program, he and his staff are aware that some
students are dissatisfied. However, students were reluctant to comment about Senior Seminar on the record.
Hayashi doesn't feel that most of the problems with
Senior Seminar lie within course content, but rather in
the timing of the course.
" Students need to be reflecting on their passions, values and career goals long before they are to graduate,"
Hayashi said.
A s far as timing's concerned, Hayashi is recommending that the seminar "take place in j unior year or even
earlier [and] that a one-unit integrative seminar be taken
each year of a student's Columbia career-so that issues
of values, civic responsibility, career design and future
envisioning can happen over freshman, sophomore, j unior and senior years and provide the student with a much
more integrated and helpful approach."
Because Senior Seminar at Columbia is still evol ving,
Hayashi said that he and his team are currently work ing
with Project Zero at Harvard and the Educational
Testing Services of Princeton to " design a more effective
and supportive program ."
According to Hayashi, the main thrust of resistance
directed toward Senior Seminar is that it happens too
late.
" When you are about to graduate and you're asking
' What is my passion?' and you realize that your passion
really isn't marketing [ for example], what are you going
to do at that point?"
Karen Smith, an academic adviser for Columbia,
likens the disdain for Senior Semi nar to student disdain
of any other course, in general. " As with any course,
Senior Seminar appeals to some and not others- k ind of
like math, science, and/or history," she said.

Continued from Front Page
nection between the mission and the school clicked.
We ' re lucky we caught it in time, before anything happened."
Removing registered offenders took eight months and
was completed in September. Sgt. O' Rei lly said the
biggest obstacle in removing the violators was finding
them. " We had to wait until they showed up," O'Reilly
said.
Despi te using the mission as a permanent address, the
off enders didn't show up to spend the night regularly.
The 60 men displaced from the mission were relocated to other shelters including a West Loop Salvation
Army, police said.
Pastor Ervin McNe ill of the mission was unwilling to
comment on the release of sex oflcnders res iding at the
shelter. " We've done everything we needed to do to
comply," he sai d.
Jones College l' rcp Principal Mari lyn Lucy snid that
the school took no olli cinl role in working wi th the
police to remove the ollc ndcrs.
Tension between the two entities hus risen over the
past three years. i\ tug of wur ensued us Jones und the
Chicago Uourd of Education hove been trying to cxpund
the school south into the mission's loention. However.
the mission hus stood resol ved, rel\tsing to move.
The mission hns u neurly century-long history of she! -

teri ng homeless people-predominately men, many of
who have been previously incarcerated. The shelter
serves nearly 3,000 meals daily, and provides overnight
accommodations to approx imately 1,000 people nightly.
According to the CPD-maintained registered sexoffender website, there are no registered offenders living
within the police beat where the mission is located.
"Everyone on our list was in the mission," O'Reilly
said.
Information about sex offenders is disseminated nt the
community level by the Illinois Department of
Corrections, which sends updated lists to local and state
police as otTenders nrc released, according to IDOC
Chief of Communicntions, Sergio M olina.
Chicago police ore required to keep tnhs on paroled
sex offenders.
" We make sure [sex otl'cndcrsl live 111 the nddress
where they've registered nnd keep their registrntion current," O' Reilly snid. Registered o ll'cndcrs nrc re ponsiblc for noti l)dng police of uddrcss chnnt~cs, to maintain
the necurucy of the website's dntnbnse.
Chicngo public schoolndmlnistrntors nr.: supposed to
be routinely lorwnrdcd lnlommtlon noout rcaistcred se.~
oll'cndcrs nccordlng to pollee. However, Liley :said she
wns not notillcd by the OOE nnd r.:llcs tm the website
lo r lntornmt lon nbout otlimders.
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Alumni flying high with Peter Pan
0
Former student
writes and produces
play at House Theatre
By Ryan Bishop
Staff Writer
Many people wou ld be hardpressed to believe that a play
entitled "The Terrible Tragedy of
Peter Pan" would actually be a
satirical comedy. But the play, a
theatrical adaptation of the original story by J.M. Barrie, is.
Phillip C. Klapperich, 24, a
graduate student in the creative
writing program at Columbia, is
the executive producer and writer
of this provocative and exceptional play put on by the House
Theatre of Chicago, at the
Viaduct, 3111 N. Western Ave.
After five months of production, Klapperich considers the
play a success, selling oJJt almost
every night and turning a profit,
wh ich is not an easy task for a
small theater company. The success of the play has extended its
run through Dec. 14.
Klapperich said the play was
born from hi s desire to do an
adaptation of Peter Pan, a story
he has always been fond of.
Klapperic h a lso wanted to do a
production that people would be
fami liar with.
The play probes the idea that
Pete r Pan is wrestling with his

nate to put a lease on the Viaduct,
and began rehearsals in June," he
said .
For Klapperich, his first script
was the chance to show the theater industry just what he was
capable of.
"The production felt like a
magical dy namic between a
g roup of people. It's fun to see
thousands of people walk out o f
the theater in wide-eyed amazement at what they just saw," he
said.
The theater group consists of
actors most of whom moved to
Chicago two years ago from theater schoo ls at SMU in Dallas
and USC, said Klapperich, who
arrived here two and a half years
ago with friend and director
Allen.
Born in Minneapo lis, and
raised in a suburb of Den ver,
Klapperich spent much of his
ch ildhood backstage at a local
th eater observing his mo ther
work as a costume designer. As
he entered high school, he acted
and sang while acquiring a passion for fi lmmaking.
He majored in television production, with a concentration in
writing, at George Washington
Universi ty, from wh ich he g raduated in 2000.
Klapperi ch and Allen met in

inability to mature into a grown
up.
"I wanted to show a different
side of Peter Pan, but still stay
within the storyline," he said.
Klapperich produced the play
along with longtime friend
Nathan Allen, the artistic director. The two were among the
found ing members of the House
Th eatre, which opened three
years ago.
" I played a twin oppos ite
Nathan in a 1992 production of
' Peter Pan,' so we both have a
personal connection to it.
Everybody in the company had a
history of the show and were
willing to give it a sho t,"
Klapperich said.
Also instrumental in the development· of the play was
Klapperich's interest in Joseph
Campbell, a ph ilosopher who
looked at mythologies of different cultures.
"Cam pbell is from the school
of psychoanalysis. I studied the
external chi ld of the character
and analysis. It is mostly based
on the psychology of people who
demonstrate
growing
up,"
Klapperich said.
The Columbia graduate student
spent a ye<~r writing "The Terrible
Tragedy of Peter Pan."
" I started to do some research
on Peter Pan and (the script) was
fini shed in February. So we
signed a contract and were fortu-

See Peter Pan, page 6
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Jake (Bill Pompeo) and Elwood Blues (Matt McMahon) pose against the 'Biuesmobile' on Nov. 26 after the reenactment of the fam ous chase scene from 'The Blues Brothers' through Lower Wacker Drive.

Blues
Continued from Front Page
"Biuesmobile" and the actors for the event ..
The stunt was organized by the House of Blues
and the City of Chicago, which init iated the Wacker
Drive construction project 2 1 months ago.
According to Den ise Casalino, the project manager for the Department of Chicago Transportation,
this made the event even more special.
"We opened it the way that we' re closing it
[tonight] ," she said.
Althoug h the re-enactment was a bit more subdued than the original chase filmed in the movie, the
swarms of people who waited in the cold weather to
witness the event didn't seem di sappointed.
"I think it's exciting," said Michael Evans, a
Chicago res ident who broug ht his 5- and 6-year-old
kids downtown to see the Wacker Drive inaJJg uration. "[The construction] will really benefit the ci ty
and the businesses. It's nice to see tax doll ars be ing
put to work effectively."
Tyrone Verser, a Chicago resident who witnessed
the chase from one of the two crowded press trucks
that led the pack, agreed.
"I liked going under everything with all the lights
and the sirens," he said. "Can we go again?"
Earlier that day, the $200 mi ll ion constructio n
project was declared completed in a ribbon-cutting

ceremony hosted by Mayor Richard Daley and Gov.
George Ryan, according to the Chicago Tribune.
Although both levels of the street have been
opened to the public, more construction on the
nort h-south section of Wacke r Drive between
Randolph Streer and the Congress Parkway is
expected to start within the next few years, according to the Chicago Tribune.
The "Bi uesmobile" chase served as the grand
finale to the day's events.
" In 1977, l was detailed for traffic control for the
actual [filming of the] scene," said Tony Jackowsk i,
a retired police officer who drove one of the old
police cars. "And now after all these years, I'm partaking in the actual reenactment of the event."
Of cou rse, Jackowsk i a lso remembers a chase
quite different to the one that took place last
Tuesday, and even the actors who portrayed Dan
Akroyd and Jim Bel ushi for the eveni ng admitted
that they drove a tad slower than they would have
liked to.
" I wish we could've taken it a bit faster," said
Matt McMahon, 25, who played Elwood Blues.
"We were asked to keep it at eight to I 0 miles per
hour," McMahon said." I would have liked to add a
zero to that."

Georgia Evdoxiadis
Co·Edi!Or-in·Chicf
Back in the day, it used to be that anyone, anywhere.
could- and did- call George W. Bush an idiot. Now,
all of a sudden, it's breaking news. After a senior federal aide in the Canadian government called Bush "a
moron," news agencies here and in the Wintry North
pounced.
Fox News anchors seemed almost apoplectic with
anger, Republi cans demanded an apology (which they
got) and Americans reacted wi th typical patriotic zeal.
"How dare those moose-eating curlers disparage the
intelligence of our president'"
A few days later, a media adviser to the Alberta government slipped, and in an internal memo, agreed with
the aide and called G W. "that id iot." More furor.
Media Works West, the PR organization responsible for
the offending slur, quickly sent out an apology. The
aide who originally insulted the prez resigned on Nov.
26, after a firestorm of controversy.
Am I the only one who finds this bizarre?
Whatever you think of our president, it 's a proven
fact that the man is barely capable of fashioning complete thoughts. He speaks as if every word must be
forced from his lips before his brain can stop the
calamity. He doesn't understand the rules of basic
grammar, and, when in doubt, makes up words that do
not exist. I'm usually of the belief that inte lligence is
relative, but come on. This guy is dumb.
He even bragged about being stupid to a group of
graduating Yalies. He told "all the C students" that
they, too, could be president. He also said he wasn't
the ki nd of person who could read, like, 500 pages of
policy stuff. Not his bag, baby. Ha ha ha.
Excuse me, I think I'm going to go throw up now.
As George once said, "Families is where our nation
find s hope, where wi ngs take dream." (LaCrosse, Wis.,
on Oct.· 18, 2000).
How could you argue that this man is intelligent? All
Dan Quayle did was add an "e" to potato and he got
skewered by the press.
So may be we' re not the smartest people in the world,
either. After all, we're the ones who (sort of) elected
him. And we seem to think it's kind of cute that he
passed out after choking on a pretzel while watching
footba ll. But doesn't that seem a little too "Jackass" for
the president of the United States of America?
The man's main qual ifications for being president are
hardly intimidating. They include him owning the
Texas Rangers, getting a cushy job from dad at an oil
company and playing governor of Texas for a couple of
years. I mean, how hard can it be to execute some
retarded kids? Is throwing out the fi rst pitch at a baseball game valuable experience for the presidency?
And how can we be shocked that there is someone in
the Canadian government who finds Bush's lack of
verbal acumen disturbing? Is it surpris ing to us that
other countries feel that the most powerful man in the
world should know the difference between the words
"hostile" and "hostage"? Are we offended that powerful foreign leaders fi nd o ur president's inte lligence
lacking?
Or are we just afraid that if we a llow ourse lves to
be lieve that our president may not be the most competent man for the job, we will crumble from within?
This has all gone far enough. There is no reason to
continue to display the kind of ignorant patriotism that
got us to this position in the first place. Let's face it:
We ' re hypocrites, our leader's a moron and everyone
hates us. Now what are we going to do about it?
Until we accept where we arc in the world. o ur country wi ll never be able to deal with the threat of terrorism. It was our ignorant hubris that got us s~pt. II .
That same hubris cannot save us from it happening
again.
So listen, everyone, and repeat after me: We know
that daddy got George into Yale. We know that he slid
through with Cs. He even brags about it. We know that
he was a big fat pany an imal. We know that he used to
get bombed and do coke. We know that he is a terribk
public speaker, and we know that he is barely aware of
foreign pol icy issues other than those related to Iraq.
WE KNOW GEORGE BUS H IS DUMB.
Ahhh. Now didn't that feel good?
OK, now George, here's your chance. If we really
did "misundercstimate" you, prove us wrong. Get out
there, litt le buddy, and read a book. Talk to us. intelligently, about something not related to Saddam
Hussein. Give us a reason not to think you're the
dumbest puppy in the litter.
Hint: Use strategery.
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five just might turn out to be your lucky number. ..
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Columbia starts poetry _MFA
Program directors expect positive responses from future poets and
teachers looking for a school
By Lisa Balde
Staff Writer
Colum bia wi ll provide the only MFA program for
poetry in Ch icago as of fall 2003. The 48-credit program was conceived and created by poet-in-residence
and Poetry Program Coordinator Paul Hoover. The
program is ultimately expected to prepare its students
for careers as poets and teachers.
"We tried to think of what would be practical for our
students," said Hoover. "And we expected that a lot of
our students will become teachers."
The program's curriculum combines poetry workshop classes with an extensive list of literature class
requirements and an interdisciplinary element that
includes classes from Grant Proposals: Planning and
Writing to Theory and Criticism of Modern
Architecture.
But the component that makes this program unique
to many other poetry MFAs is something called a craft
course. Each class within this series will be broken up
into two sections that are made up of the intensive
study of the course-described poetry sty le, as well as a
workshop element that will allow students to create
that poetry.
"We' re trying to create conditions for students to
make fresh contributi ons to their fie ld of poetry," said
Tony Trigilio, a member of the poetry committee within the English Department and full-time literature and
poetry teacher. "Students are going to be well-versed
in the history of their craft and poised to make their
own history, as well."
Although Hoover said that he had been interested in
designing a poetry MFA for a long time, the program
was recently executed due to the high level of response
from within Columbia and throughout Chicago.
Most degrees of this kind are taught under low-residency programs, which requires its students to actually be present in a classroom for only a couple of weeks.
The remainder of the work is done through e-mail correspondence.
That type of procedure isn't exactly what people are

looking for in this kind of MFA, according to Hoover,
so he said he. expects that this program will be highly
successful.
"[We are a] reasonably low-cost, high-quality MFA
in Chicago with a lot of support services. I think
there's going to a big demand for this, and I think we
should proceed cautiously," Hoover said.
During the last three years, the department says it
has done all it could in order to take the right steps to
create a program that the administration would accept
the public would respond to favorably and that the staff
could effectively provide for.
" It's a really well-planned program," Trigilio said.
"Prepari ng for the unexpected is going to be the challenge."
. After the school accepted the undergraduate curriculum, it took Hoover and his committee a year to officia lly put the graduate program into place. It took him
between two and three months just to write its proposal.
The department will accept I 0 full-time equivalent ·
students for its first semester, which could end up
accumulating 12 people depending on the amount of
credit hours they take.
Hoover originally considered accepting more students, but Columbia felt it was too ambitious for an
already over-ambitious program.
Undergraduate poetry majors are already considering applying. Ric Cleary, a senior poetry major said
that Columbia was de finitely on his list for MFAs to
check out.
"Other universities require inaccurate, arbitrary ·
examinations of students' intelligence," Cleary said. "I
believe that the creative aspect of the arts is what will
be stressed in this program."
Nick Ravnikar, sophomore poetry major, agreed.
" I. think the program has got the educational edge,
but rt also has the experimental flexibility that could
make it great," he said.
Hoover placed ads for the MFA in publ ications
across the country, including: Poets and Writers, the
American Poetry Review and Poetry Flash.
The Poetry Department is currently accepting applications, and their suggested deadline is March 14.
Anyone interested in applying should speak to the
graduate acting associate dean, Rebecca Snyder, in
Room 2008 of the 600 S. Michigan Ave. building.

Peter Pan
Continued from Page 3
the seventh grade in a school program at Arvada,
Colo.
After starting the theater, Klapperic h said the
biggest hurdle was obtaining tax-exempt status.
Nonetheless, Klapperich and company were able to
get the theater group off the ground.
"We started a fundrais ing campaign in which we
raised over $20,000. We received tremendous support
from friends and parents to help achieve our goal," he
sa rd.
The first production by House Theatre of Chicago
was the play "Death and Harry Houdini." The initial
play was success ful and Klapperich said it sold out
almost every night.

"It was a special feeling when the play all came
together, something that we have never seen before.
It is incredibly fulfilling to see that everyone worked
together so well. It is like a dream come true so far,"
Klapperich said.
He is currently working on a novel based on the life
of Ron Popiel the "Set it and forget it" guy. The
novel consists of a biography of a fictional character.
It will c_hronic le the life and family of Popeil, an
mformatron salesman.
"The Te rrible Tragedy of Peter Pan" runs Thursday
through Sunday until Dec. 14. Tickets are $10 for
students on Thursdays and Sundays. For more information, visit www.thehousetheatre.com.
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Michael Schmidi/Chronicle

The Chicago Tribune created the Red Eye to reach the 18-to-34-year·old age group but many say they missed the
mark. Papers around the city are still free, but will soon cost 25 cents.
'

Red Eye
Continued from Front Page
major Tari Tresse l said. "Just get the Render."
Senior fi lm major Mark Bachurn said he sees people well over 35 readi ng the puper more ot\cn thun
the target audience.
"They could have come up with more unique
names," Uuchuru said.
Sti ll, Davis defends whut the papers nrc doi ng, und
sai d that reading uny thing is much better thun rend·
ing nothing.

" People soy the Red Eye has no taste. If you're not
eating nnyth mg, lthc Red Eyc l tnstes pretty good,"
Duvis suid.
Duvis snid the Red Eye prints nbout 130,000 copies
11 dny, nnd udvertiscrs nrc flocking to the new paper
because of its s uccess thus fur. He nlso suid thtlt
copies of the Red Eye nrc bc:ing sold ut ncwssttmds
ncross Chieugo, so some people nrc still puying for
It, even thoua h it Is free.
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Law seeks to end spam

U of I students respond
to controversial ads
By Joan Wagner
Daily lllini (U. Illinois)
.<lj-WIRE) CHAM PA~GN, 111.-The Daily
Illlm ran the first of a senes of controversial ads
on Nov. 21 that have raised free speech and hate
speech 1ssues at the University of Illinois and
other colleges.
The ad, which depicted an ath lete as an Israeli
chi ld 's hero and a suicide bomber as a Palestinian
child's hero, was sponsored by The One Truth
Foundation listing its website, www.campustruth .org.
Some said the issue was hate speech, not free
speech, and the Daily Illini should not have
accepted the paid advertisement.
Foundation president Marcella Rosen said the
website and the organization are "one and the
s~me"-pro- Israeli-and rep~esent people from
d1fferent backgrounds and religions.
An editorial that ran in the Nov. 21 Daily Illini
stated the advertisements "contain inflammatory
head! mes, photos and statistics that persuade the
reader to believe Palestinian people support violence and terror."
Rosen said the advertisements are meant to
dispel untrue statements about Israel's stance in
the Middle East conflict. Two other advertisements with different content will also run. The
three ads will run a total of I 0 times.
Impact On Other Campuses
The ads have come under fire at other campuses as well.
Rosen said the advertisement is running in four
campus newspapers and has run at the University
of Michigan.
" We think colleges are part icularly important
because students are our future," Rosen said. "We
think students are smart enough to get the information and decide the issue for themselves."
. ~ates said campuses are often approached with
s1mtlar ad~ .becaus~ they can be places of heightened sens1t1 v1ty wnh academic attachments and
student groups devoted to certain issues.
Helle noted metropolitan newspapers are more
concerned with revenue and do not take as many
risks as college papers.
The University of Michigan's student newspaper ran the advertisement I 0 times in October
said business manager Jeff Valeck.
'
The Michi¥an Daily had previously run proIsraeli advertisements, and the advertisements
didn 't create long- lasting problems for the paper
Valeck said. A pre-existing boycott of the pape;
by campus groups that felt the paper had institutional racism continued after the ads were run he
~d.
'
Michigan Daily Editor-in-Chief Jon Schwartz
decided to run an ed itorial to distance the staff
from the decision .
The Un iversity of Maryland's independent
paper made a similar decision.
Parsons,
ed itor-in-chief of The
Jay

By John Tozzi
The Daily Free Press (Boston U.)

Diamondback, said a separate business department made the decision and most ads, as long as
they are not pornographic or libelous, are considered.
Parsons said the paper has not run any editorials or articles on the ad because it "just gives more
attention to the ad," though the paper has received
many letters and phone calls.
"The reaction has been what you would expect
from anything controversial that would run in a
newspaper," Parsons said. "If the advertisement
had been for the other side, we would have treated it the same way."
Student newspapers at Rutgers University and
the University of Chicago also ran the ad.
The business department of Rutgers' The Daily
Targum decided to run the ads. Editor-in-Chief
Jeffrey Uthaichai said only one ran and caused
such a stir that the paper decided to suspend the ad
temporarily.
. A protest was planned against the paper, and he
sa1d when he went to speak, only two people
came.
The staff then decided not to print the ads
including photos and only print textual ads, but
before the advertisements ran, One Truth pulled
all the ads, he said.
Rosen said she thought the paper "succumbed
to persuasion" and that One Truth pulled the ad
because "they offered to run one out onhree and
one ad does not make a campaign."
But the University of Chicago's Chicago
Maroon decided to pull the advertisement themse lves. Editor-in-Chief Pete Beatty said he made a
series of "cowboy dec isions"-he first decided
not to run it because he felt it was "awful" and
that it "didn't promote any discourse."
Then he cons idered if he censored one ad, he'd
need to censor others. He said the paper had no
procedure ·to deal with the ad 's controversy. He
then decided to run it.
Responses trickled in slowly after the first run
but picked up after the second one. Beatty the~
asked the editorial board, which decided to pull
the ad because they didn 't "want to let [One
Truth] use the Maroon as II ,000 copies for hate
speech."
The Maroon wrote an editorial apologizing for
the ads, and Beatty emphasized "at no point did
we cave mto pressure from anyone."
" I don 't understand how anyone can defend
this ad,': he said. "To me, it's clearly hate speech
and a m1suse of facts. It's ly ing. I wish I had never
gotten that ad in my in box, and I would not for a
million dollars run it again."
Rosen called the situation "difficult" and was
surprised at claims that the ads were untrue.
"There's nothing untrue about it, and if they
don't want to hear it, that's another issue " Rosen
said. "It'~ too bad for us and too bad i ~ general
because 11 makes you wonder if other issues are
being muzzled."
Schwartz said he thought the reaction was
well-deserved.
·
"That ad, w~ether you agree or not~ is going to
provoke a passiOnate response," he sa1d.

Victoria's Cakes
&More
Home Baked Deserts for office
home, parties and more. '
Unique gifts for
· any occasion.
Contact: Bas-Sweets
Victoria Sanders
312-388-0248
Emaii:Victoriascakeandmore@yahoo.com

WA~,

. (U-WIRE) BOSTON-Attorney General Thomas Reiliy is attackmg spam-unwanted commercial e-mail. Reilly proposed legislation
':Vednesday to protect Internet users from this type of e-mail solicitatiOn.
"All of us recognize the fact that the Internet is a truly magnificent
pla~e, but we're seei~g behavior that is criminal," Reilly said. "You're
onhne a matter of mmutes and you're virtually bombarded with commercial e-mail."
The proposed law, which is being introduced as a joint effort with the
Federal Trade Commission, would require advertisements and messages with adult material to be prominently labeled in the subject line.
It would also forbid senders from using false addresses and forged routing information and make it easier for individuals to sue senders of
unsolicited e-mail.
The law, to be sponsored by State Sen.-elect Jarrett Barrios of
Cambridge, Mass., would apply toe-mails sent in Massachusetts or over
service providers in the state. It would also apply to senders who know
or should know that message recipients are Massachusetts' residents.
The attorney general acknowledged that because of jurisdiction
problems, the law could not apply to all junk e-mail, but he said, "we
have to start somewhere."
·
Similar laws have been enacted in 26 other states but federal legislation to curtail spam has stalled in Congress.
Th~ key to fighting Internet abuses is coo~ration between multiple
agenc1es, sa1d Barbara Anthony, northeast reg10nal director of the FTC.
To combat online crime, the FTC formed Northeast Netforce a coalition including state and local law enforcement offices from a~ross the
region, as well as the U.S. Postal Inspection Service, the U.S. Attorney's
Office and the New York Office of Consumer Affairs.
·
Anthony announced the results ofa "spam harvest" conducted by the
No~east Netforce, ~ effort to find out where users were most likely to
rece1ve spam by placmg 250 undercover e-mail addresses in locations
·
online and monitoring incoming e-mail for six weeks.
The addresses received 3,349 e-mails during the survey. One hundred percent of addresses posted in chat rooms received spam and 86
percent ~sted on newsgroup~ and websites were targeted. The safest
places onlme ·to post an e-ma1l address, the study found, were instant
message profiles and online resume and dating services.
The Northeast Netforce is the third such regional program following effort,s ~n the ~id~est an_d the No~west. The group has fiied more
thaz:l30 CIVI! and cn~mal actiOns, spec1fically targeting online fraud and
cham e-ma1l pyram1d schemes. It also tries to educate Internet us.ws
about how they can protect themselves from unwanted e-mail.
"~o~sumer education is just as powerful a tool to protect consumers
as brmgmg cases," Anthony ~d.
.
The group suggests consumers use a different screen name for chatting than for e-mail, as well as separate e-mail accounts for public and
personal co~spondenc~. Users can also cut down on spam by choosmg an e-ma1l address With a combination of numbers and letters which
will foil some programs that randomly generate addresses to s~.
}he pre_ss conference also included testimony !Tom two victims of
onhne auct1on ~raud, both of whom had paid for computers on eBay that
they never rece1ved. Only one of the victims was eventually refunded.
. Althou~ the proposed law would do little to prevent auction fraud,
1t ~ould g1ve consumers and prosecutors greater latitude to pursue fraud
cla1ms.
"The Internet is just another tool for fraud operators," said Ken
Jones, the Northeast postal inspector. He likened online scams to telephone ~ams ~d said the Postal Service had to work with other agenCies to mves!lgate Internet fraud that may use old-fashioned mail as
'
well as e-mail.
"The Internet will never reach full potential until corrective measures
~ in place,". Reilly said, adding the law needs to change to keep up
w1th changes m technology.
The ,propo~ed le_gislation "seeks to level the playing field for consumers, Bamos sa1d.

PEAC£, AND SPf~ITLIAL SOLLITfONS

Conflict - global, individual. Powerless? Or can we help? ID
If we embrace current events in a spiritual perspective.

Internet disc ussion with Sunny Scott-Luther, Austin , TX

www.spirituality.com/events/chicago
Monday 9 December, lpm CST: Live Q&A
Intro online NOW

Trgnscript posted by 16 December

Radio Interview Sunday morning, 8 December
7:00am on WCKG 105.9FM

"Looking at the world from a spiritual perspective•
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Fiction Writing Department

Still looking
for aclass?

Think
Fiction
Writing!
Ar~ you interested in writing?

Are you creative?
Do you have stories to tell?
See your department advisor or
visit the Fiction Writing Department
during Early Registration for Spring 2003
Tuesday, December 3through Thursday, December 12, 2002
For information about Fiction Writing classes call312-344-76ll.

Classes available in
•!• Short Stories
•!• Novels
•!• Creative Nonfiction
•!• Script Forms

Make an appointment with your
advisor today!

Story Workshop®and other
Fiction Writing Department
courses will improve reading, writing,
speaking, listening, visualizing, and
creative problem-solving skills
useful for every college major and the job market.
Fiction Writing Department
12th Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue
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~ C~SPACES,
Columbia Collete Chic·a to 's
Visual Arts and Perf'or•ance Centers:
The Hokin Center, Glass Curtaha, C-33 l the Conaway Center
are havint their AIIIIUAL PRIVI!!!

TOY,
HAT, SCARF,

I

tat.t.ered Women's Shelt.er

I

ltnat.ia House

I

I

GLOVE and

lOOK

for Winfield Moody Healt.h Cent.er

lrint a IIIW unwrapped toy, scarf', tloves or book to
o•e of' the marked boxes in a C-Spaces spot!!
Pecember 2 - I lth, 2002

PRIJIE
Sponsored by C ·Spoces. A d1v1sion o f Student Alfais. paid lor by Student Ac tivity Fee.

'

Tuesday, December 10

1:00-3:00 pm
Hokln Annex

623 S. Wabash, 1st floor
Featuring Master Drummer Nick Alvarez
CONTACT PERSON:.TANYA REED, 312.344.7188
PARTICIPANTS AR; ;NCOURAGiiD TO BRING TH;IR OWN DRUM OR
P;RCUSSION INSTRUMiiNTS. THIS liVIiNT IS OPiiN TO ALL COLUMBIA
COLLiiGii STUD;NTS, STAFF AND FACULTY! THIS IS A CULTURAL
C.A.T. liVIiNT. PICK UP YOUR C.A.T. CARD AT THii HOKIN CliNT;R.
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Columbia Chronicle Editorials

Bush makes blind move
Americans who hope for cleaner a ir better get oxygen masks.
President Bush and his soon-to-be
all-Republican Congress have few
plans to make the air we breathe
any cleaner.
Last month the env ironm ent took
a huge blow when Bush and the
Environmental Protection Agency
re laxed a provision of the C lean
Air Act. The provision , ca lled
New Source Review, has been in
place for 25 years and requires
new and upgraded older industrial
plants to obtain a permit requiring
installation of modern pollution
control equipment.
The new rule makes it much eas·
ier for refineries and other pollution-heavy industries to be
released from tight pollution controls.
This is a bad idea a ll the way
around, and Bush as well as the
spineless EPA arc treading into
dangerous and soon-to-be-dirtier
waters.
Bush is bending over for big
business, a Republican trademark
move, but the interest of our environment should outweigh any
company's poss ible gains, regardless of how closely tied they are to
any political fig ure.
The Bush adm inistration is
downplaying the importance of
c lean air and in the process creating a more polluted environment.
Thi s cannot be ignored, and
Americans are showing that they
won 't ignore it, e ither. A Ne w
York Times po ll last week report·
ed that, by a ratio of 2-to- 1,

Americans said protecting the
environment was more important
than producing energy.
Bush's record is scary, to say the
least. He pulled the United States
out of the Kyoto Accords on glob·
al warming. He is practically
drooling at the chance to open up
the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge and parts of Alaska to oil
exploration, even though the
amount of oil available in those
regions is trivial and not worth the
cost of defacing pristine lands .·
The administration a lso quietly
authorized an oi l exploration project in Padre. Is land National
Seashore.
Bush suspended reviews of our
nation's logging industry, citing
last summer's forest fires as his
excuse. Not good enough for us,
· Mr. President.
The EPA is no better. The j ob of
this agency is to protect the environment in a nonpartisan way, but
it has shown its total lack of neutrality by not standing up to the
re laxation of environmental laws.
The EPA needs to stand up for
itself and remember why it was
created in the first place or risk
becom ing comp letely irrelevant
on environmental issues.
If Bush could devote a quarter
of the time and energy he spends
promoting the idea that Iraq is evil
into serious ly exam ining environmental issues, he might possibly
see the light. Ultimate ly, the environment does matter, and it
should not be solely a liberal
issue.

I

Chill out this season
" Have yourse lf a merry little
Christmas. Let your heart be
light."- that's how the song goes,
anyway. And, w ith Thanksgiving
behind us, it 's on to Hanukkah,
Christmas and Kwanzaa. For many
people this means snow, long lines
at stores, longer lines of traffic,
spending too much money and eating too much food .
The holidays have beg un.
llanukkah started Nov. 30, and
Christmas is only about three
weeks away. This is supposed to be
the time of year for fri endliness and
good cheer. All too often , however,
this becomes a time o f impatience
and crankiness to a level unpara lleled at any other time o f the year.
I Jere are a fe w ti ps to get through
the season:
When standing in line behind
someone who is returning five
items and purchasing I 0 in a sto re,
and you think you arc going to
burst into names, just remember
that everyone is right about where
you arc too, and try to " let your
heart be light."
Put on a s mile a nd rel ax.
Fru,tration and impati ence will get
you nowhere. You' re not going to
get through that I inc any qui cker
huffing and puffing abou t it.
Keep the holiday s pirit in your
heart, no matter how difficult .
Be gcnerou~. There arc do,...cns o f
Sa lvaticm Army charity buckets all
11ver the ci ty, ~o give a few dollars
ocea, i•mally. There arc plenty o f

COLUMBIA
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Columbia's reputation on the ropes

people who have less than you and
could use a little he lp.
Don't get upset about the trafficthere's nothing you can do about it.
Traffic is everywhere, so just go
with the flow. Getting to your destination three seconds early is not
going to make a big difference, and
crashing your car isn 't cool.
Watch your money. There are
plenty of decent sales during the
holidays, so go where the sales are.
Scale back on what you buy, if necessary. Don' t fee l that you have to
top what your significant other
bought you last year. Set a limit and
stick with it.
Don 't buy for all of your friends.
Most of them probably don't have a
lot of money to bum anyway. Talk
about it with them, and you will
find that most of them would welcome skipping gift-giving this year.
Eat less or stop complaining. The
most common complaint after the
holidays is " I ate too much, I feel so
fat." Did you really think eat ing
mountains of cookies, turkey and
various other holiday delights was
going to make you skinny?
lloliday eating makes everyone a
little wider in the waist, so if this is
bothersome, only cat one cookie
instead of a bnxful.
Keep in mind that the holidays arc
for your enjoyment, as well as for
the enjoy ment of those around you.
Hunning yourself into the ground to
make s ure everyone else is happy
won't make your holiday fun.

By Michael DesEnfantes
Staff Writer
More than a year has passed since Columbia
showed the nation its support for pop music andmore importantly- boy bands.
Last year, Columbia sponsored a float in the
Hollywood Christmas Parade with one-time teen
sensation AII-4-0ne perfonning atop it. This year,
the parade wi II again march through the streets of
California, but this time it won't include a ·
Columbia float.
After spending nearly $40,000 last year, which
included a $25,000 entrance fee, Columbia did not
want to shell out the $75,000 parade officials
asked for this year. That means students can rest
easy, and not worry that their cousin in California
will call and ask why a group of teen heartthrobs
was dancing on a Columbia-sponsored float. Nor
will they have to face the shame of watching
something totally unrelated to our school for the
second straight year.
Although most students probably didn' t even
watch the parade, someone at Columbia must
have thought it was a good idea to promote the
school from thousands of mi les away. They also
thought that hiring a boy band whose target audience is nearly I 0 years younger than most
prospective Columbia students was a good way to
promote the school.
Columbia dished out tens of thousands of dollars to display the school on national television.
13ut what is more upsetting, that they spent
$40,000 on a float in a parade three time zones
away, or that AII-4-0ne wus the band "rocking"
the school-sponsored fl oat'?
Columbm spends money o n nil sorts of things
students don't understand. What is upsetting is
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that a school that chiims to be a school of the arts
chose not to display art or artists from the school
itself. Columbia has a dance program-why not
throw some dancers up there? And plenty of people in the music department would have per·
fonned at a slightly cheaper price than Ali-4-0ne.
Columbia is bursting at the seams with talent.
What better way to show the nation some of those
talented students than to display their abilities in
the parade? If Columbia was trying to put the
school on the map, forking over $40,000 for nothing more than having its name repeated on national television may not have been the right way.
Did Columbia officials even ask themselves
"What would anyone interested in attending
Columbia like to see on a float?" Art school stu·
dents around the nation were probably scratching
their heads at the sight of teenyboppers hitting
high notes.
Columbia can do better, and it would be nice
to see it do more to promote itself. The float was
obviously a mistake, one that the school is still
paying for. There are thousands of Columbia graduates doing great things all over the country, yet
the school does little to feature them other than
mention them on the school's website.
What better way to talk up the school than to
draw attention to its many Emmy-award winners,
and the award-winning writers? Get out the word
that the school's alwnni have received accolades
all over the nation.
Whether those alumni are NBC news
reporters, or writers for the hit TV show "Alias,"
people from Columbia are doing a better job mlll'keting the school than the school does itself.
Perhaps the school needs to consult someone
who thinks more like n student. Something like
that would benefit Colwnbin fnr more than nn
expensive boy-band flout.
Chronicle E-m1ll 1ddreaa..:
l t tttm tp tbt tdltgr
ChronlctoQcolum.odu
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Democrats running out of ideas and excuses
And so the threats
By Katie Walsh
to us in public life
go up dramatically,
Commentary Editor
on our families and
I used to like Tom Daschle-sort of. He
on us, in a way
was the most likable of all of the Democrats
that's very disconlicking their chops at the chance to occupy
certing," Daschle
the White House-far better than Gore the
said.
.
Snore. But all of this liberal love canie to a
I was speechless
halt a few weeks ago. Now I'm worried
as I watched
about the man's sanity.
Daschle make
On Daschle's last day as Senate m ajority
these statements on
leader, he chose to "give you [the media]
CNN, and appareverything I got." And what an earful he
ently so were the
gave us. Sitting in front of an oversized
rest of the media
poster citing " Republican obstructionism,"
there. No one
Daschle, not s urprisingly, played the "blame
asked him to clarigame."
.
ty this statement
" Obviously, there was a Jot of work left on
until the next day.
the table, in large measure because the far
In fact, when asked
right chose no! to allow it to be enacted,"
the next day to cite
Daschle said.
an example of
There are two problems with that statewhen exactly he
ment. First, Daschle--and all the others
was threatened by
compounding this liberal hysteria- need to
a listener of
define for the country exactly what the "far
Limbaugh, Daschle could not come up with a
right" is.
single one. Daschle also said he did not
Judging by what he's say ing, the " far right"
mean to single out Limbaugh: What he actuis everyone who isn't on Daschle 's side.
ally meant was all conservative media types,
Someone needs to remind him that most o f
like Limbaugh, cause the same problem .
the Democrats voted for Bush's policies too.
Whew. For a second I was worried that
Does this make them part o f the far right?
Daschle might cause Limbaugh's a lready
Maybe it just makes them suckers and he didinflated head to explode from the attention.
n' t want to say so, because he too, voted with
This was a preposterous statement and
Bush and the Republicans on many measures .. Daschle knew it, and trying to fix it didn't
And, second, last time I checked, Daschle
help, it only ma de him look more ridiculous.
and the De(Tlocrats had the majority, meaning
But wait, it gets better. As if that weren' t
they had control of the floor. The new majori- enough, after accusing Limbaugh, he went on
ty leader, Trent Lott, was absolutely right in
to formally insult all Republicans and cqnsersaying, " I don' t know how the Senate majorivative thinkers.
ty leader can say that it"s our fault when after
"You know we see it in foreign countries
all, Daschle and the Democrats have been in
and we think, 'Well, my God how can this
charge. When you're in charge, you get the
religious fundamentalism become so vioblame when you don't produce. And they
lent?' Well, it's that same shrill rhetoric. It's
haven't produced."
that same shrill power that motivates.
Loll should know. He's been there, and lost
Somebody says something and then it
it, too.
becomes a little more shrill the next time.
Daschle did have the sense to admit that
And then more shrill the next time. And pretlosing the midterm election was, at least in
ty soon it's a foment that becomes physical,
part, the Democrats' faults because they did
in addition to j ust verbal. And that's happennot clearly convey their message to voters
ing in this country," Daschle said.
this time.
I am convinced that Daschle was in the
All of what he said up to this point is at
company of a 2-year-old earlier that day, and
least understandable. We have to cut Daschle took notes on how to properly throw a temper
some s lack; after all, it is e mbarrass ing to
tantrum and then he did so on national te levilose a midterm e lection w hen the opposition
sion.
a lready controls the White House.
As amusing as I found Daschle's remarks,
But then things got weird, scarily weird.
he is not the only one promoting this type of
Daschle went off into a diatribe o f sorts sugliberal hysteria. Postelection coverage was
gesting that conservative media inc ites viofilled w ith doom and gloom from liberals
lence against him.
who want to scare this country into thinking
" What happens whe n Rush Limbaugh
we are turning into a land of fascists.
attacks those of us in public life is that people
Bill Moyers, an ultra-liberal PBS commenaren't satisfied to just listen. They want to
tator, told viewers after the e lection, " If you
act because they get emotionally investe d.
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like God in government, get ready for the
rapture." He a lso made laughable statements
about the Republicans' plans to "tum their
radical ideology into the law of the land," and
" forcing pregnant women to surrender control
over their own lives."
Get over yourself. Liberal scare tactics
don't work anymore and there is no better
evidence for this than November's e lection
results. Americans are not as dumb as
Democrats think, nor are they scared by their
threats.
Moyers and Daschle need to go to angermanagement classes. Pouting and throwing
temper tantrums are not going to resolve their
party's failure. O nly the Democrats can overturn their failure. Trying to scare people into
voting for them is a turnoff, not a tum-on to
the Democratic Party. The harsh rhetoric a lso
energize~ Republicans who feel insulted by
your remarks and go out and vote.
Not a ll Republ icans are far-right gestapo
members, as some people like to think, and
not all Republicans are behind Bush 100 percent on every issue. Bush stands for something- that is more than can be said about
the Democrats, who seem to only stand for
bashing Republicans.
Anyone who believes that Bush is going to
tum this country into an abortion less nation is
kidding him or herself. The re is no way in
this day and age that abortion will ever be
outlawed completely. And anyone who buys
into Daschle's remarks, which are merely an
attempt to generate fear, needs to re-examine
his or her own party.
No one likes a sore loser, especially one
who can't try to fix his own problems and
j ust plays the "blame game."

Bush's Homeland Security: Don't rush it
By Chris Coates
Assistant A&E Editor
We hardly noticed, but our governme nt's bloated waistline grew a
bit more last week. And it had nothing to do with turkey or stuffing.
Or pork, for that matter.
In the biggest government shakeup in more than ha lf a century,
Pres ident Bush s igned umbrella leg islation last week that creates a
$40 billion executive department in charge of protecting U.S. soil and
American interests abroad. The Homeland Security Act of 2002
siphons parts or entire.agencies from across the executive branch
them into 22 new posts w ith 170,000 workers in total. Headed by forme~ Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Ridge, the Department of Homeland
Security is the newest cabinet-level position since the creation of the
Reagan's Department of Veteran Affairs in 1988.
Ridge was tapped as Bush 's temporary ho~eland security a dv!sor
in the weeks after Sept. 11 . Because the position was purely advisory
in nature, Ridge was not required to answer Congressional inquirie!ra move widely panned by pundits. Ridge was originally high on the
list of Bush's potential running mates in 2000, before Bush selected
Dick C heney-who was in charge of the vice presidential search committee himself.
Many of the department's shifts are rational-such as the
Immigration and Naturalization Service, Border Patrol and Coast
Guard-all falling under one roof. Critics cite those agencies' past separation as an aggravating factor to the Sept. 11 attacks last fall. In
other areas, the leg islation calls for the marriage of infrastructure safeguarding, border protection, immigrati.on analysis, e!llerg~ncy preparedness, biological weapons protectiOn and some mt~lhgence
towards outside threats. The new department does not mclude the
FBI or C IA .
Another agency, the Secret Service, is a lso movi~g from its c_urrent
position in the Departme nt of the Treasury, where 1! has ~en smce
1865. Originally intended to ferret o ut currency counterfeiters,_the
burly Secret Service often patrolled the rugged ~est~akin~ 11 !he
perfect group to protect the president after McKmley s assassmat10n
in 1901.
The Secret Service still completes various financial investigations
and, according to a press release from Director Brian L. Stafford, will
continue under the restructuring: "Our role within the new depart-
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ment provides our agency with a platform to continue our excellence
in protecting our nation's highest elected leaders and preserving the
integrity of our financial and critical infrastructures."
And while many of the alterations are logical- and beg the question
" Why wasn' t this done earlier?"-the legislation is full of provisions
devoid of any clear domestic purpose. Coupled with the PATRIOT
Act, the Homeland Security legislation serious ly diminishes the
Freedom o f Information Act, punc hing holes in the platform designed
to open government documents to the public. The act a lso a llows
pilots to arm themselves in the cockpit, though the parameters of guntoting pilots have yet to be hammered out.
But it is the exclusion of the FBI and C IA- the two groups blamed
most frequently for the breakdown of terrorist intelligence prior to
Sept. 11-that raises grim issues. This summer, Congressional
inquiries toward C IA Director George Tenet and FBI Director Robert
Mueller revealed widespread division between the two crowds. It
appears the old-boy FBVCIA riva lry of the '30s is still very much
alive in the world of the covert.
So why the massive uprooting that w ill cost shaky taxpayers even
more loot? Could this be another Bush attempt to pull the wool over
our a lready bloodshot, weeping eye!r-giving us merely the sensation
of feeling protected?
It should be said that governmental reorganizing in general is greatly needed. Having the Border Patrol, Customs and INS in two separate buildings is, as we saw on Sept. II, slightly troublesome. It only
took the loss of 3,000 lives for us to realize this. But what is becoming increasingly evident is the dire need for a serious shakeup in the
American intell igence community. Instead of color-coded threat leve ls, the Bush administration needs to take solid steps in changing
intelligence itself.
But what is particularly terri tying (or humorous) is the time line
given for the shakeup. The act calls for the entire department to be up
and running in a year. A year! It took the Department of Defense a
decade and a half and $14 billion to develop the infamous Bradley
Fighting Vehicle in the '80s.
Dubya: Don' t rush. This is important.
But I suppose another layer of rushed bureaucracy matters little, In
a time when the economy is fl oundering, the workforce is slowing
and war's on the agenda, it's nice to know that at least our money's
getting spent.
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Commentary

COWMBIA'S VOICES
Search for smarts
next time
A friend recently showed me the latest photo poll regarding the Red
Streak/Red Eye and I was l!Stonished.
Did your reporter even try to find anyone intelligent to answer that question
or was the purpose to make Columbia
students look like egocentric, ignorant
imbeciles?
One person gave the excuse that she
didn't read the paper because she was a
college student. Another student said
that she didn't want to spend $1.50 for
a "regular" paper. The Red Eye/Red
Streak is 25 cents while a "regular"
paper is only 35 cents or 50 cents
depending on the publication. She
wou ld know this if she realized there is
more to buy in a convenience store than
just cigarettes.
Please for future polls, try to get a
diverse group of students, not just
freshmen whose major does not require
them to write or read.
- Katrina Johns/Senior

There's no place like
the city
Well, considering this is one of the
biggest cities in the United States, crime
is inevitable. Chicago is not the suburbs.
I'm 16 and I moved here from France.
My town had about 4,000 people, but
now I love this city.
You can't expect everything to be
perfect here, instead of3,000 people it's
3 million, you're either a suburb or a city
person. I'm glad I came to live here. It
woke me up from the overprotective life
I lived. You can' t just come in a city and
not expect burglaries or harassment or
crime. I have witnessed those here, most
of them I witness regularly in school. So,
don't come here thinking everything
would be just like at home, that's the
good thing about this city.
- Drea Brower!Reader

USA needs to
compromise with Iraq
My name is Jay, and I am from
Morse, Saskatchewan, a small town in
Canada. The pursuit of a better life and
education has brought me here to the

great U.S. of A. Now, I was alwaY!;
warned, "Jay, don 't you go down there.
The States is no place for a small town
Canadian boy like yourself." To which I
would always respond, " Hey! F-you, ya
frig!"
What troubles me now, is that
maybe I should have listened to all
those people. You see, even though our
flags have two simi lar colors, our countries could not be any more different.
I say this because of a certain dispute you guys have with our Middle
Eastern friend Iraq. Now, I see your
President Bush on the old television
every night, all squinty-eyed with an
angry lowered brow saying, "Hey
Saddam! We're gonna get ya! Let me
come over t~ere and take a peek up
your skirt to see if you're hiding what I
th ink you got under there, or I'm gonna
pull the back of your shirt over your
head and punch you in the stomach!
Hockey-sty le!" Or something along
those lines.
Now, I know that a lot of you are
against this-especially in a liberal
school like Columbia. But this is your
president speaking, for Pete's sake! He
is claiming to express your voice! What
I would do, if I were American, is
write my president and say:
"Hey guy, take a lesson from our
friendly neighbor to the north.
Disagreements by governments aren't
settled through bombs and tanks and
guns. You fellas gotta sit down and
really listen to each other. Scratch each
other's backs." Maybe suggest startingto settle things with a drinking contest-! don ' t know! Go on a friggin'
fishing trip! .
That's what me and my 11rother
Randy do when we have a fight. Take
for instance our last dispute . To cool
down, we headed over to the lake, got
on a boat, put our lines in the water
and had a couple beers. In no time
Randy turned to me and said, "Look
brother, you know I love yqu, but
.
somet imes you get on my nerves. We 1
need to learn to cooperate. I'm sorry I
made you do the dishes and take out
the trash, but you just weren't doing
your part. And I'm sorry I accused you
of stea ling my Ray Borque rookie card.
It was under my bed the whole time.
I'm a [big fat stupid) jerk [with a stupid jerk face] sometimes."
See, sometimes Randy makes me
comply with his every demand, and
sometimes he blames me for things I
didn't do. Meanwhile, I' m taking out

the garbage and cleaning the dishes and
he does jack-all for me! Sure, I' m a
stubborn and lazy S.O.B., but that doesn't give Randy the right to boss me
around. Sound fami liar?
Randy= U.S.A. Jay = Iraq.
You need to learn that in order to
get your way and for everyone to be
happy you need to compromise. Your
government has done nothing to compromise with Iraq, it's just said, "Hey
guys, it's our way or the friggin' highway!"
The thing that is wonderful about
North America is that we are (somewhat) of a democracy. Th is means that
our voices can and will be heard. If you
are like me, and don 't like the way your
government handles things, make a
stink! Write letters to your congressman
or congresswoman! Call them! Be
informed. Vote. Run for office yourselfl
If you want a flippin' change, make a
change. Don't sit on your fanny ho-ing
and hum- ing.
I don 't know about you, but I would
be happy to take out the garbage and

clean the dishes if Randy cooked the
supper.
Cook the supper, USA. Cook the
friggin' supper!
Then maybe someday, I' ll go down
to the immigration office, take a little
test and be proud to call myse If an
American.
- Jay Shandemonier/Junior

The Chronicle would
like to hear from you!
Submit your thoughts
on anything you read in
the Chronicle in a letter
to the editor.

John WesVChronicle

The Columbia Chronicle photo poll
Question: What were you thankful for this year?

C harlie Kushner
,Junior/Photogr aphy
" I am thankful for the
food at a Thanksgiving table.
After all, when can you eat a
whole turkey?"

Orly Levine
Junior/Television
"For my family, for the
roof over my head and for
being able to pursue my
dreams
by
going
to
Columbia."

Bryone W illiams
Senior/Music
"My mom just had surgey,
so I am thankful I can spend
time with her."

f; mlly K nowles
Sen\or/Art and Design

Dominick Miceli
Senior/Film and Video

"Finally graduating from
Co lumbia in January."

"I almost lost my dad
twice this year to heait disease
and diabetes, so I am thankful
that he is alive."

..
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C-SPACES AND THE HOKIN CENTER PRESENT:

Wise Ass

Thursday Night Comedy Fest
Hosted by Patrick Duvall

Thursday, December 5, 2002 6:30-9:30 pm
Hokin Annex -623 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Questions? 312/344-7696

Open Forum lmprov after the comedy sets
Sign up for Open Forum at 6:00 pm

With Special Guest Artists:

GA YCO of Second City
!Sketch Comedy
lStand up,
Improv...
All comedy styles by
Columbia College
Chicago Students
welcome!!!

So you THINK you're
FUNNY?
So you WISH you
were FUNNY?
So you want to find
out if people are
LAUGHING AT you
or WITH you?
Come find out at the
Hokln !!

HemherStrong, Gayco

You must have a valid Fall 2002 student id to get in. At least one
performer from the group must be a Columbia College Chicago student.
Sponsored by the Hokin Center, a division of Student Affairs Paid for by student activity fees

. -
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A ware ness

AI DS

Wee k
December 2:
December 3:

Events

Opening Event in the Hokin Annex 12:00-2:00
Singing Contest, "Songs of Hope & Inspiration ";
5:30-7:30 p.m. in the Hokin Annex; $100 first prize
(Faculty&· Staff may compete

December 4:
December 5:
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for honorable recognition only)

Panel Discussion, "Living With Aids" in the Hokin Annex,
12-2:00 p.m.
Health Fair, 12-5:00 p.m. in the Hokin Annex
Many Chicago-area health organizations and several CCC departments
will exhibit; B-HIVwi!l conduct free & anonymous H/Vtesting;
the City of Chicago will conduct free & anonymous testing for gonnorhea
and chlamydia.

December 6:

Freshman Performance Art in the Hokin Annex, 1-3:00 p.m.
co-sponsored by

Fusion

· · ·~ ..

-

Sponsored by : The Office of Gay and Lesbian Student Concerns a division of Stud ent Affairs
For further details about these events please contact Victoria Shannon at v sh an non @popmail .colum.edu

COLUMBIA COllEGE & SEN IOR SEMI NAR ClASS PRESENT

TOY DRIVE
For Underprivileged children

War Toys
and
Naked Barbies
Are NOT
Encouraged
Any New ·Toy is A Good Toy!
HELP BRING JOY TO THE NEEDY CHILDREN THIS HOLIDAY SEASON BY DONATING A

NEW

TOY BY

DEC. 11, 2002
Drop off box es will be at the follow ing locations:
RECORDS OFFICE - RM 611
THEATRE B~ILDING - RM 504

INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA l AB - RM 6 0 3
THIS IS A NON-PROFIT EVENT
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

(!@!!

UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
PARENr OR AOULT GUARDIAN

BRIEFVIOLENCE. SOME STRONG
SEXUAUTY, AND LANGUAGE

Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building) and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a
special showing of PERSONAL VELOCITY on Thursday, December 5th at Landmark's Century Centre Cinema.
Paaaea are available while supplies laat on a flrat-come, tlrat~aerved baala. One paN per person. No purchase necessary. A photo ID will be neceaury to receive a paaa.
Employees of all promotional ~rtnera, their agencies, and tho. . who have received a INI•• within the laat eo ct.ya are not eligible.

IN THEATERS FRIDAY, DEC.EMBER 6TH!
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'Rabbit' straddles fence
of Australian controversy
0 Film about Stolen Generations opens in America
By Rachel Yeomans
Contributing Writer
"It's a film about Stolen Generations, but it's really about stolen
history," said director Phillip Noyce (The Bone Collector, Clear
and Present Danger) about his new film, Rabbit-ProofFence.
Rabbit-Proof Fence follows the true story of the I,500-mile
Aborigine escape from the Moore River Settlement to Jigalong in
193 1, on which sisters Molly (Everlyn Sampi) and Daisy (Tianna
Sansbury) embarked with their cousin Gracie (Laura Monaghan).
The film was based on the novel Follow the Rabbit-ProofFence
( 1996) by Nagi Garimara and Doris Pilkington, Molly's daughter.
Their escape path was the infamous rabbit proof fence, which was
built to separate European-bred rabbits and Australian fannland.
The still bisects the entire continent of Australia from north to
south.
Because they are a mix of Aborigine and Caucasian descendants, Molly, Daisy and Gracie represent individuals placed in an
unwanted social category during the first half of the 20th century.
· At the time, "half-caste" children were taken from their fami lies
and sent to settlements so they could learn to assimilate into white
society, This process occurred frequently until the early 1970s and
resulted in these individuals being dubbed the "Stolen
Generations."
Noyce discovered two ofthe three leads in the northwestern part
of Australia, an area where Aboriginal tribes and Caucasian cit izens sti ll live apart from one another. Noyce described Sampi and
Monaghan-whom he found within the tribes-as "gifts rrom the
past" because they were not influenced by the 20th century and
sti ll maintai ned part ofthe Aboriginal lifesty le. Sansbury was later
discover~d at a group casting session.
Despi te the fact that the three lead actresses were not trained in
theater, they performed exceptionally wel l. The film incorporates
a> documentary style with minimal dialogue.
Cinematographer Christopher Doyle (That Day on the Beach,
1998's Psycho), best known for his extensive work in Asian cinema, successfully portrays the rough realism of the Australian
Outback. In both a haunting and generous manner, Doyle alters
the setting's tone with each plot twist, creating what he described
as "a road movie on foot." Composer Peter Gabriel (The Last
Temptation of Christ, Birdy) follows Doyle's cinematography
with a strong instrumental soundtrack, capturing the audience
throughout the entire 94-minute film.

Photo courtesy of Miramax Films

'Rabbit-Proof Fehce,' which opened in American theaters on
Nov. 29, follows the true story of three sisters as they travel
1,500 miles home in 1931.

See Fence, page 22

'The Man' and his band
By K. Ryann Zalewski
Assistant A&E Editor
Imagine if John Lennon or Paul
McCartney met one of their blues influences. Now imagine that someone wrote .
a play about it. You now have an idea of
.the plot of "I Just Stopped By to See the
Man," which made its American premiere .
at the SteppenwolfTheatre on Nov. 24.
Taking place over three nights in 1975,
" I Just Stopped By to See the Man" fo llows the li fe-a ltering choices of a blues
legend, his daughter and an English rock
star. Each one is running from difficult
choices in their life.
Jesse Davidson (Anthony Chisholm)
was a musician who let the ·world believe
he'd died with his wife in a car crash 14
years before the play opens. Della (Yvette
Ganier) is his daughter who returned home
six months ago. Karl (Jim True-Frost) is
the lead singer of an English band who
achieved fame covering Jesse's music.
Karl's band is falling apart and he
needs Jesse to hold onto his fame. But
Della doesn't want Jesse to let the world
know he's still alive because no one will
look for her there while the world still
thinks he's dead.
The greatest parts in the play are the
li ve music performances by Karl and
Jesse. These little moments add to the
authenticity of Jesse's background. You
can imagine him travel ing the country
and performing back in his prime.
The real star of " I Just Stopped By to
See the Man" Is the set. Designer Tom
Lynch d id an excellent job of transforming the Steppenwolf stage into a ram-

Photo by Michael Brosilow/Steppenv.olf

(From Left to Right) Yvette Ganier, Anthony Chisholm and Jim True-Frost star in 'I Just
Stopped By to See the Man' at the Steppenwolf Theatre through Jan. 12, 2003.
shackle house in the Mississippi Delta,
complete with overgrown grass, weeds
and nearby utility poles. The only thing
missing (thankfully) was the oppressive
heat.
Also adding to Jesse's background is
the legend of the crossroads. According
to the myth, an ordinary man goes to a
crossroads with his guitar and begins to
strum his guitar. The devil will walk up
behind the man and tap him on the shoul-

der. The devil will then exchange great
mus ical talent for the man's soul.
Light designer Chris Binder created an
imaginative scene transition with flashing lights and audio to simulate a live
performance by Karl's band. While this
is better than typical black-out transitions
.used in theater, the lights can be jarring
and pull the audience out of the play.

See The Man, page 25

Celebrity
chairs help
homeless
By Michael Hirtzer
A&E Editor
When actor Paul Newman was in Chicago
for a 1990 photo shoot, event planner Mary
McCall suggested he visit Florence's restaurant for lunch. Later that evening, McCall and
her husband went to the same restaurant for
dinner and Florence, the owner, pointed to the
chair, on wh ich Newman had sat. That gave
McCall an idea: People would pay for celebrity-related chairs.
Thirteen years and as many Celebrity
Charity Chair Auctions later, McCall's event
sold out. Attendees walk through several of the
Drake Hotel's ballrooms, sipping wine, sampling foods from some of Chicago's top chefs,
bidding silent ly on chairs or participating in
the live auction hosted by WTMX 's Eric
Ferguson and Kathy IIart, hosts of the Mix 's
"Eric and Kathy Show."
Most chairs incorporate ce lebrity autographs
into their graphic design to create a theme, like
the Moulin Rouge-inspired loveseat signed by
Nicole Kidman. The Nicole Kidman package,
which fetched $6,500 in the li ve auction, also
included bottles of Moet and Chandon Brut
champagne and airfare to Paris courtesy of
American Airlines.
One of the event's honorary celebrities, CBS
weatherman Steve Baskerville, said the event
hel ps heighten people's awareness toward
charity. "The great thing about it is the timing," he said. "It kicks off the holiday season."
In a telephone interv iew the day after the
Nov. 21 event, McCall said, "It was the best
we've e ver done."
"We have access to more and more
celebrities [and] it becomes easier and easier to get them to autograph chairs for us, or
parts of chairs. And then we have artists
paint them," she added.
Notable celebrity chairs included a chair
s igned by Ch icago Bears linebacker Brian
Urlache r, a chair signed by director Steven
~pi e l be rg and a "Sopranos" package featuring books and a chair signed by Joe
Panto liano and Jamie- Lynn S igler and
round-trip airfare to New York City.
Due to his celebrity access, local media
personal ity Bill Zwecker was able to help
gather between 15 and 20 chairs for the auction. He said he wou ld bring a piece of
leather to interviews, have a ce lebrity autograph it and return it so a graphic designer
cou ld construct a themed chai r.
Zwecker, who met McCall in the ear!y '90s
when he was covering the event for the SunTimes, said, "To see an event that's sold-out and
to literally have to tum people away at the door
is amazing-and I' m proud to be a part of it."
The auct ion also incorporated more func tional designer chairs such as a brushedsteel barstoo l by Matt Binns and McKinley
Wells or the gold-finished Ladder chair by
Christopher Royal. McCall purchased a
fragi le-looking Eudora chair which is illuminated from within by electric lights. " I
bought it for $1,500 and it's worth twice
that," she said.
" I was born middle-class and there's an
awful lot of people who weren't born as
fortunate as 1 was," McCall said. "Through
no fau lt of their own they are beh ind in
society, so whateve r way you can he lp them
is very meaningful."
T he money raised at the Celebrity Charity
Cha ir Auct ion benefits loca l charities
including the Chicago Coalition for the
llome less, the C hicago Abused Wome n
Coalition and Pediatric AI DS C hicago.
McCall, 7 1, said that- a lthough this
year's event was her most successful and
she already has autographs from Denzel
Wash ington, George Clooney and Jul ianne
Moore lined up for next year-she has no
plans to take the auction to a national leve l.
" I'm not connected in any place but
Chicago," McCal l said. "What we rely on so
much is our personal relationship with artists
and designers. I wouldn't have that Anywhere
else. This is quite enough, actua lly."
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'Assassin' misses mark
By Chris Coates
Assistant A&E Editor
Prior to last fall's terrorist
atta ks . the idiom " W here were
'ou w hen ... " was most often
accompan ied
by
"when
Kennedv was s hot ?"
Like
Sept. II: the events of Nov. 22.
1963 came in the fonn of one
unpredicted, swift action: a
single bullet from 3 single gun
striking the si ngle mos t powerful man in the free world . Of
course. that's according to the
U. S. government. Since 1963.
a litany of other hypotheses
have s urfaced. A new fictional
picture. /men·i<'w with the
A.<.<assin. examines one such
classic co nspiracy theory: the
existence of the man on the
l!r3SS\' knoll. .~ ssa.uin bold!"
asserts that such a man not on!~
existed. but is sti ll ,·crv much

aJi,-c.

·

Shot in "mockumcntarv" format with 3 handheld -digital
~am ~ra . lnter\ "lc!h
H 1th
the
.4.<.sassin follows the efforts of
Ron
Kobeleski
( D' ian
l laggen~ . Con .~ 1r), an uricm plo~ cd T\ ' reporter.
In his
California suburb. Kobeleski is
approached b~ his sih cr haired

neighbor with a breakthrough
reve lation worthy o f an Em my.
O hl in ger (Raymond J.
Barry). a tan 60-something exmarine s uffering fro m cancer,
has a secret : He murd ered
President Ken nedy. O hlinger
c laims, with an icy ca lmness,
he was hired to assass inate
Kennedy fro m the in fa mous
grassy kno ll. It was hi s bullet,
not Oswald's, that killed the
president . It 's Oh linger's wis h
to revea l his dark history and,
wit h the help of his newly loyal
neighbor. hunt for the man who
hired him in 1963 .
Viewed through the eyes of
Kobelcs ki's handheld camera,
the audience becomes part of
this menagerie- a cruel Blair
ll'itch Project meets O liver
Stone's JFK gone amok .
Innovati ve from frame o n e ,

lnter.·iew 11·ith the Assassin
ctTcctivel" weaves historical
prec1s1on · and Kobeleski's
shak~ footage to formulate a
haunt ingly realistic picture.
The film comes to a peak when
Kobeleski and Ohlinger travel
to Dallas. "here the ex-marine
recreates his pose behind the
stockade fence in Dealey
Plaza.
Of course. it's not long
before the sniper-reponer duo
get paranoid. Ohlinger thinks
the man "ho hired him to kill
Kenned' - a fello" manne
named · John
e} mour
r
( Darrell
andeen}-may be
"' ise to the inH s tisation. To
prot«! hiS fam1l~. Kobelcski
purchues secunl} camcr>ts
and begrudfl"'§ly accepts a
nne fn·- ..~nli nscr's collccllon \ . ~ Kobclsk.-s eyepiece.

Continued from Page 21
Rabbit-Proof Fence not only
encapsulates the story of three
g irls escapi ng from confi nement,
it a lso exposes the controversial
s ubject of "white Australia" versus "black Australia," a class segregation that still continues in certain parts of the continent. In a
round-table interview, Noyce
recounted a politician that used
government funds to print leaflets
warning people against seeing the
movie by stating that the portrayal of the story wasn't true.
Numerous right-wing conservative newspaper columnists a lso
attacked the retelling o f the story.
"We welcomed them," Noyce said.
"(Those articles) encouraged people to see what the fuss was al l
about."
For every newspaper page that
anacked the fi lming crew, the
crew wou ld get one page to
anack back. and sometimes that
page wou ld be in a paper with
circulation of more than one
million people. ThereforeJ the
negative attention toward the
film gave it more notoriety,
which is good. Noyce said.
However. many Australians
embraced the movie. causing it to
the
most popular
become
Australian film of 2002. Noyce
said he believes this is "because

we too are in peril. Sce ne after
scene, the film layers o n s uspense and an xiety.
With a n iro nclad plo t formula, perplexing characters and
origma l actors, Interview with
the Assassin has all the earma rks o f a great fi lm . And
that 's w hat makes Assassin part icularly disappo int ing w hen it
fa ils.
Impla usib le from t he beginni ng and chock-a- block with
tacky milie u- whi le in Dealey
Plaza. O hl inge r wed ges hi s
way between two to uris ts in a
photo o f the Book Depos itory
Building- Assassin is, at
times. agon izi ng to v iew.
Scenes in te nded for se rio us
audience response generate
chuckles. as viewe rs lose interest in the bizarre spe ctac le .
The s heer absurdity of the
plot- particu larly in the middle of the picture-taunts audiences that saw such promise in
Assassin's beginning.
That said. Assassin does feature a s urprisingly strong conclusion that . unexpectedly.
makes up for virtually an hour
of sourness. A bright spot is
Raymond Barry a.$ the ex marine sniper Walter Ohlinge r
who delivers an astounding
and jarringly credible performan<:e.
Perhaps the most acclaim in
the production of lntuvie,..
,..,th th;, Auas.sin goes to the
film's d ist ributor. Ma ~noli a
Pictures. With a nod to h1s tory.
they shrewdly chose the apt
release date of ov. 22- nonc
other than the 35th anniversary
of John F. Kennedy 's death in
Dallas. Te as.

RABBIT·

PROOF
FEHCE

Run Time: 94 a.tnutas
Riled: Umled

Flllllrlna: Ewrlyn
~,....

Snbury
onctor. FYp Noyce

Australians have gone through a
sea change in terms of their attitudes to the alternative history of
the country. Toward white
Australia's relationship with black
Australia, there's a huge change.
And in many ways the film was
just catching up with emotions and
was a vehicle for the loud people to
express their feelings---'<llld their
new feelings--11bout the past."
Noyce said he a lways likes
creat ing a little controversy with
his fil mmaking. He created his
fi rst fi lm w hen he was 17 after
answering an ad at h is h igh
schoo l for a showing of
A merican underground movies
produced by the American
Independent Movement. Noyce
admined he went to the show
mainly because "the word
'underground ' seemed to be
impossible to res ist."
Upon seeing a movie that was
not a corporate commodity and
was "lacking professional actors
and a lot of money," Noyce decided to make one of his own. After
six weeks of filming, spending
$400 and convincing his friends
and acquaintances to act, he created a 15-minutefilmcalledBenerto
Reign in Hell, which is about the
six fantasies of a teenager. " I was
really lucky 'cause it got banned,"
Noyce said. ''That's the best thing
that can ever happen to your
movie: get it banned Suddenly I
had this movie that everyone wanted to see [and] I thought. ' Wow,
this is a good business.'"

Rabbit-Proof Fence opened in
Australia in February, and opened
in America on Nov. 29. It marks
Noya:'s n:11m to Australian cinema after di~ing numerous
Hollywood films and it also rellem
Australia's return to ils past.
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'Secret Life'
stinging novel
Throughout thas nmd the
an: nch. the research
dead-on and the charaders
compclltng
It's not wuhout
~uc \1onl: Ktdd's $trength a.s
" novelist hes m her ability to flaws, but the splendor of the
create "-OrldJ m a few sen- prose as h) pnotic The language
tences. " My first and onl) wu beautiful enough that I
memory of my mother wu the could overlook Ltl) 's abrupt
day she daed I tned for a long pcrsonaht) shifts Lake the
ume to cOnJure up an am..ge of moment "hen she's riding m a
her before that, JUSI a ~li•cr of car and for no apparent reason.
someth10g, like her tucking me seethes about the fact that the
1010 bed, readang the adventures Dme Cafe as ~practicall} m the
of Uncle Wiggly, or hangmg front )ard of the Tri-Count)
my underclothes near the space l l'cstock Compan) ..
heate r on ice-cold mornings
Also helping the stof) ts the
Even her picking a s"ttch ofl sense of authortt) m Kidd's
the fors) thta bush and slanging •oice She knows a lot about
my legs "-Ould have been 'iouthem culture, and narrates
-..elcome"
confident!} She renders details
That last hne may be hyper- and places '"thout hesuataon,
bole, but in the mind of Laly dealing with eccentrac characO"'ens, the main character of ters as if the; are normal. And
The Secret Life of Bees, at's Lily's strong, elegant drawl
plam fact Lily as obsessed with reassured me that 11 "as okay to
d ascovermg the truth about the put aside an) doubts and enjoy
carcu mstances surroundmg her thts as the uplif\mg. poetic talc
mother's death-so obsessed. of redemptaon it was meant to
be
m fact. that when she turns 14.
she decades that she 's going to
After runnmg from the law,
search at out With this mission l.tl; and Rosaleen make it to
10 mand. the stage is set for this Tiburon where the) develop a
strong relationship with May,
finely wnttcn first novel.
Kidd pa10ts a compass io nate, June and August Boatwright.
o!Tbcat ponrait of Ltly-a lone- The three uncon•entional sisters
ly, daydreaming garl who runs take them in and Lily earns her
away to South Carolina with keep by learning to assist with
her African-American house- the harvesting of honey, while
keeper Rosaleen afler discover- Rosaleen resumes housekeeping
ing the name of the tO\\ n on the duties. As Lily learns the beeback of a picture among her keeping trade, s he is also
mother 's remaining posses- exposed to a world of spirituality
sions. She 's convinced that the and sisterhood unlike any she's
ever
experienced.
The
town is her destiny.
"S uddenly I s tood s till . Boatwrights are members of an
Tiburon. outh Caro lina . Of odd society known ns The
Daughters of Mary, which
cour.,e"
At the beginning of the jour- includes a bunch of other women
ney, Ltly and Rosaleen get into (and one man) who hold ceresome trouble "hen Rosaleen 's monies in the parlor and pay
stubborn temperament causes homage to a wooden statue of a
her to spill tobacco over the black Virgin Mary
"August stood up and said
>hoes ot some racist men. The)
beat her 10 ret.tliataon, putting she "as glad me and Rosaleen
"ere
"ith them; then s he
her m the hospita l until Lily
dascovers a "ay to sneak her opened a Bible and read, ' And
out.
ormally the circum- Mary said .. Behold, from
stances leading to s uch a get- hcncefonh all generations shall
a\\a) \\Ould be hackneyed. call me b lessed."'
Lily gradually adopts this ritThere " ould be cancatures of
good ol' boys picking their ual as her own and longs to full y
teeth and chugging moonshine integrate herse lf into the lives of
as they hec-ha"ed Rosaleen · these \\ Omen. She sees them as
the positive influence she 's been
into a se lf-righteous frenz)
But I didn't find an) thing unbe - lacking, the mothering influlie,ablc about the intolerant ence that has been absent from
men. The) sit in front of a gas her life for so long. And only
s tation. pia) ing cards and ' el) after spending the s ummer
matter-of-facti) begin to harass immersed in her new existence
Rosaleen. Without hesitation or does she realize, with August's
fear of reprisal. as if it's thei r help, that she has had the power
right to mal..e blacl.. people feel to mother herself all along.
" I lif\ed my hand and placed
inferior. This treJtment is I) pical of the umc per iod. and as it in hers. She took it and
the men slo" I) 'eer from arm- pressed the flat of m:r palm
chnar name-calling to ph) sicnl against my chest, over my beatcontact, I got n sense that K idd ing hean. 'You don' t ha\e to
captured this son of inctdent put ) our hand on M31) 's hean
to get strength and consolation
c \actl~ the "") it maght ha' e
and rescue, and all the other
happened in real life.
or " as it unbelie' able " hen things "e need to get through
the stors shins. and Lih finds life,' she said. ' You can place it
herself 'not onl) searching for right here on your own hean.
her mother. but also runninl! Your O\\ n heart...,
Lih 's need for maternal
irom the Ia". Kidd begins to
e\ plore the issue of racial authorit) dissipates and her
C) es open to the real solutaon to
in~ualit~. and how it affected
the d' n:unics of outhern life m the preJudice surrounding her
"IJp until then I'd thought
the earl~ 1960s.
that "hite people and colored
people gettmg along "as the
bill aim. but after that I dec1ded
THE SECRET
e'ef) bod)
being colorless
LIFE OF BEES
together " as a better plan .~
By Sue Monlt Kidd
Besi des learnin~~; to loo
be)ond color boundanes, Lib
Vi ·ng Penguin
comes to tenns with the past,
636pp.
de\-elops a sense of idcnti~ and
$24.95
indulges in the sweemess that
ISS 1}.67().3946G..S
can onl' come from a world
dripping with lo\t~ and hone) .
tma~tes

23

''AS HOT
AS EVE •I

STOMP HAS A BEAT THAT
JUST WON'T QUIT!''
- San Francisco Chronicle

11

EXUBERANT!

EXPLOSIVE JOY!''
-The New York Times

ON SALE NOW!
NOVEMBER 26·DECEMBER 29
(312) 902-1400
THE SHUBERT THEATRE
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Film ·students get audience at Take One Surrealist
Matta dies

By Pollna Goldshteln
Staff Writer
Film
students
from
Co lumbia's Production I and
Production II classes got a
chance to showcase their short
films at the 3rd Semi-Annual
Take One Film Festival. A reception preceded the 6 p.m . screening and award ceremony at II 04
S. Wabash Ave. on Nov. 20.
At the end of .e?ch semester,
each
Production
I
and
Production II class se lects its two
best films-<>ne selected by students and the other by the
instructor. The following semester, two special juries comprised
o f six members of Columbia's
part-time faculty screen all the
selections and pick the I 0 finalists based on creati vity, content
and execution.
At the event, the I 0 runners' up
films were shown, averag ing
about five to six minutes each.
The audience was very supportive of each film, encouraging the
students with rounds of applause.
About 160 people in the audience
filled out ballots, which determined the two audience choice
winners. In each category, one
student was nominated from
Production I and Production II
classes. (Production I students
had no sound in their films.)
The teachers' choices had been
previously declared, whereas the
audience picks were decided Nov.
20. The two grand prizewinners
each received a $250 cash award,
and the two audience-picked winners each got $1 50 in cash. The
rest of the runners up got $25
Borders gift certificates.
The Production I grand
prizewinner was Tony LopezCepero with Homerun. Homerun
makes a parallel between a couple's baseball game and their real
life relationsh ip. Lopez-Cepero
said he ran his idea by his friends,
who also acted in the film along
with some of his neighbors.
This is something Production

Stacie Freudenberg/Chronicle

The winners of the Take One Film Fest pose with the Production I and II Coordinators. (Left to Right) They
are Chris Peppey (Production II Coordinator), Alan Saunders (Audience 1st plac&-Production II), Nick
Feddema (Judges 1st plac&-Production II), Terrence Hahin (Audience 1st plac&-Production 1), Tony
Lopez-Cepero (Judges 1st plac&-Production I) and Wenhwa Ts'ao (Production I Coordinator).
II grand prizewinner Nick and a satellite inspired Alan
Feddema can relate to as well. Saunders to film Burn Your
Feddema's girlfriend and best Science Kit, which won the audifriends acted in his film Rocket ence award for the Production II
while his parents helped feed the class. Saunders said it took him
crew. Feddema said Rocket is about six to seven hours ofintenbased on a personal story and it sive shooting to complete the
combines what he wanted to project and that he is pleased
happen with what did or did not with the win and he plans to
happen in reality.
work on more school projects in
Production I student Terrence the future.
Hahin won the audience award
After the winners were chofor Static, which he described as sen, Production I Coordinator
a representation of a culture that Wenhwa Ts'ao and Production II
promotes entertaining stimuli as Coordinator Chris Peppey hosta way to happier life. He said he ed a short Q-and-A session fo r
came up with the idea for Static the audience. Students fro m
while waiting for a bus. He said the Film and Video Department
he found himself looking for and others wanted to know the
something to do to keep himself . details about the making of those
busy and realized that, as a cui- short films, li ke how much time
ture, we are not able to stop and it took, what kind o f special
not do anyth ing for even a effects were used and what was
moment.
the budget for each one. It
A bad Steven Seagal movie appears that few needed to put in

extra money of their own, and
most managed to work with film
and equipment provided by
Columbia. Some, however, had
to be crafty, such as buying a
bunch of books from Borders for
the scene only to return them a
day later.
Former Assistant Chair of the
Fi lm and Video Department Rick
Hokin came up with the original
idea of the festival, which has
changed a bit since. According to
Chris Peppey, the main idea
behind keeping the tradition is
"to give students an audience
that is more than j ust their
friends and family, a bigger audience they can't find by themselves." Peppey also said that
filmmaking is a competitive
industry, and this festival is a
good way for the students to get
a feel for competition, success
and failure.

ROME
(AP)-Roberto
Echaurren Matta, a Chilean
master of surrealist painting
and sculpture, has died at 91.
Matta died Saturday in a
hospital in Civitavecchia,
near the Tu scan town of
Tarquinia where he lived in a
convent.
Chilean President R icardo
Lagos said Matta's death
"represents the passing of one
of the last major figures of
painting in the 20th Century."
His government declared
three days of national mourning.
Bo(n in Santiago in 191 1,
Matta was an arch itect in
Par is until 1937 when he met
Salvador Dali, the Spanish
surrealist painter.
Surrealism , founded in
1924 by French writer Andre
Breton, a dvocated the free
expres sion of imaginatipn in
a ll arts, free of control by the
conscious mind. The doctr ine
was influenced by S igmund
Freud's works.
Matta' s images of cosmic
creation were true to surrealist ideals, although his imaginative use of color and sense
of humor made his work difficult to classify. He created
the " accident'" of spilled pigment on his canvases.
The Milan- based dai ly
news paper "Corriere della
Sera" paid tribute to Matta on
Sunday by remembering.hqw,
in a recent interview, the
artis t was as ked which great
painter he would compare
hims elf to.
The artis t answered, . " I
don ' t know, but I think i ani 'a
Ch a plin," a reference to
comic Charlie Cha plin.
Hi s funera l was he ld Nov.
26 in Tarqu in ia, abo ut 60
miles north of Rome.

Third Generation - Same F am ily Ownersh ip
3.12-4 27- 5580 - 24 Hour Fax: 3 1 2 - 427- 1898
www.cent ral - camera .com - e mail: sales@central - camera.com
We Ope n @ 8:30 AM, 6 Daya a Week
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Wonderment in the sky
By Ana Hristova

guiding star.
Astronomers are reluctant to
entirely exclude any of these
As the holidays approach and theories but try to stick to the
the city adorns itself in colorful most logical of all: The star was
Christmas lights and ornaments, not actually a star but instead a
many events around Chicago conjunction of the planets Venus
welcome fam ilies and friends to and Jupiter.
Today's astronomers explain
celebrate' one of the biggest days
the celestial and historical
on the Christian calendar.
The Adler Planetarium and events that followed with a mixAstronomy Museum, 1300 S. ture of science and mysticism.
Lake Shore Drive, embraces During the Magi's era people
holiday festivities with "Star of believed that celestial events
Wonder," a 30-minute show directly influenced their lives
exploring both the Magi 's jour- and therefore carefully studied
ney to Bethlehem and the magi- the sky and its signs. To them,
cal star that guided their way. the two planets that met in the
The show has become a tradi- skies above Bethlehem unified
tion for many Chicagoans and not only their brightness but also
guests who come each year, the symbols of birth and royalty.
some since the planetarium As simple as this mix of science
opened to the publi.c in 1930, to and religion is, the explanation
witness one of the biggest astro- satis fies both reason and tradinomical
mysteries- the tion without trying to emphasize
one at the expense of the other.
Christmas story.
As the projector lights the
"Star of Wonder" is a very
dome of the theater, the audi- enjoyable and visually attracence sees skies the same as the tive exploration of these celesskies seen by the Magi more tial events. It's like a short
than 2,000 years ago. A brief movie projected on a real sky.
introduction prepares the bewil- The experience is very intense
dered audience for a journey because the design of the thethat follows the astronomical ater and its technology creates a
and historical events that led the very realistic environment that
captivates the senses. The narrawise men to Bethlehem.
There are many theories tion is easy to follow, allowing
behind the appearance of the the audience to merge into the
bright Bethlehem star, ranging story and enjoy the visuals and
from different scientific expla- the sound effects without constantly struggling to make sense
nations to supernatural beliefs.
Some suggest that the bright of the otherwise difficult scienobject that led the Magi to tific material.
The sky show, one of the
Bethlehem was a supernova.
Many regard this theory as planetarium 's highlights this
season,
is an incredible opporChinese
unlikely. Ancient
chronicles that recorded super- tunity for fans to virtually travnovae since before Biblical el in space and time. It offers an
times and current radio mapping easy and relati vely inexpensive
indicates that none appeared escape from the hectic shopping
that
traditionally
aroupd the assumed birth date of hysteria
engulfs the city. One quiet
Jesus.
Another popular theory specu- morning in the company of stars
lates that the Bethlehem star and legends can add a different
might have been a meteor- but dimension to the holiday experimost meteors last only for a few ence.
"Star of Wonder " runs
seconds, which wouldn't have
given the Magi enough time to · through Jan. 6 at the planetarireach their destination. A third um s Sky Theater. For more
theory suggests that Halley 's information, call the Adler
Comet could have been the Planetarium at (3I2) 922-STAR.

Staff Writer

The Man
Continued from Page 21
The cast is able to keep "I Just
Stopped By to See the Man" from ·
becom ing too slow, which it could
have been with only three characters. If not for the actors' strong
and complex characterizations, the
play could have seemed empty and
too drawn-out.
'I Just Stopped By to See the
Man ' runs through Jan. I2, 2003
at the Steppenwo/fTheatre, I650
N. Halsted St. Performances run

Tuesdays through Fridays at 7:30
p.m. and on Saturdays and
Sundays at 3 p.m. and 7:30p. m.
The show on Dec. II will be signlanguage interpreted. The performance on Dec. I9 will be audiodescribed. 7ickets run between
$35 and $50; half-price rush tickets are sometimes available an
hour before show time. Call the
box office at (3I2) 335-1650 or
visit www.steppenwoif.org.

Old St. Mary's Church
1500 S. Michigan Avenue

Founded in 1833
Clticago's Oldc)t Catltolic l.,arislt and Newest Clturclt
Scn·cd l>y the Paulist Fathers since 1903

We invite you to visit our new church!
Weekend iitur1,<ies: Saturdays 5:00 pm;
Sundays 8:30am, 10:30 am, and 12:00 pm
(3 12) 922-3444
www.oldstmarys.com
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Creative, talented students with the d~sire to work on Columbia College Chicago's ·award winDing
premier newspaper, the Collll1i~ia ~lztollicl1. We are searching for a Dene~al Assistant, ditor,
Commentary Editors, Campus Editor, Assistant Campus Editor, Copy Editors, Sports
. Editor, 4iij ant ·
Sparta Editor, Photo Editors and Advertising Representatives. R~port to the ColUJIZbis CJJ1ollicl1
office, G2S S. Wabash, Suite 2D5 or call us. at S12·3 44·74S2 to speak to Chris.
·
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Defeat
5 Slightly drunk
10 Travel stamp
14 Mayberry kid
15 Hi, on HI
16 Biblrcal paradrse
17 Word before
theory or
warfare
18 Censor
19 Tear
20 Eugene and Ed
22 Lessen
23 Luau staple
24 Shoo! from

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS America's #1
Student Travel Tour Operator Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun , Jamaica, Acapulco, Florida &Mard igras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed,EARN$$$.
Group Discounts for 6+
1-888-THINK SUN (1888-844·6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

cover
27 Titania's mate
30 Pay close
attention
34 Fit in
35 Some statistics
36 Horror-film
street
37 Trout lure
38 _ Vegas
39 Bratislava's
country
43 Edam or brie
46 Putting to the
test
47 Anglo-Saxon
kingdom
48 Surrenders
49 Permit to
50 Bodybuilder
Charles
53 Basutoland.
today
57 Clumsy clod
58 Nudge
61 Requiremen t
62 Burrowing
mammal
63 The king of
France
64 At rest
65 Wall upright
66 Wets fully
67 Little snakes

MOVIE EXTRA/MODELS NEEDED Earn up to
$150-$450/Day! No Experience Necessary!! Call Now For
Immediate exposure 1-800-814-0277 x 1026.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260

8 That girl
9 Kisser or mush
t0
t1
t2
13

Source ol teak
Brainstorm
Tr<fnsmrtted
Starter chips
21 Bird with a
laughlike cry
22 Sketch artist
24 German POW
camps
25 Dark blue
26 Man with an
alibi?
27 Way overwerght
28 Carillon
components
29 Roper and
Lincoln
31 Stares at
DOWN
32 Needle
t' Brand image
33 English county
2 Frank
37 Cash penalty
3 Father
40 Left empty
4 Part-time athlete 41 POSitive votes
5 Postponmg
42 • Galahad"
6 Troubles
43 "The Chronrcles
7 "Uialume" author
of Narnia" writer

Solutions
s

d
s )I " 0
s "
3 1 a 1
10 ~ 3
a 3 3 N MO 8 1
0 H l 0 s 3 1
J. 3 1
s 3
X 3 s s n s
~ N
3 s 3 3 H :l
'I I
A 1 ,
s " 1
s 3 ~" ~ 3 1\"
3 J. 0 N 3 )I
" l
3 d I N S
s
3 l
"
J. N "3 8
~
d 3 3 1
N 3 a 3
'I H 0 1
I 1\
A S d I

" s

44 Colors
45 Latvia's
neighbor
50 Pauper 's plea
St Spree
52 Doozy
53 Sneak a peek

s
1
3

a n

l s
3 1 OVi
J. n 0 1

s " 1
3 ::>
I A " s
) I " 1\ 0
Vi
~ N 0 1
N 0 ~ 3
I 0 d
1 1 I 3
8
Vi~
3 I
"
J.
s s

a

l

Sunny, 3 bedroom Apartment. Close to the CTA Safe
Neighborhood $11 DO/Month 773-370-4209
Historic Oak Park Apartments. Best of Chicago & Suburbs.
Accessible by Elevated trains, Metra , and expressways. Studio's
to 3 bedroom units $600-$1100. Call Janine or George at
708-386-2392.

"

s

3
1 s
1 3
3 8
8 0
N 0
3 ~
d 0
0 1

54 Withams and
Koppel
55 Assist
56 Poetic works
58 Chicago transp.
59 _ G . Carroll
60 Bikini prece

Attention College Students Need money for college , or for
christmas, or to pay those huge credit card bills then listen to
what these people are so excited about 866-556-4498 Code A2

www.4collegeworkcom
Vector Corporation has man~ local customer
sales/service positions to fill ASAP!

$14.00 ba.se-appt.
Conditions exist. No telemarketing. Scholarship/ internship opportunities. Must be 18'• We train. Flexible 5-40
hours around work/school. Da~s. evenings. or weekends.
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PLACE A CLASSIFIED
AD TODAY! ONLY25
CENTS PER WORD WITH
A $5 MINIMUM. CALL
312-344-7432 FOR
MORE INFORMATION.

Vtsit our website or Call ASAP:
Chicago North Side 773.866.1601S
Lincoln Park 312.642.0422
Naperville 63o.ssg.os72
. Northbrook g47.SOO.OOSIS
Oakbrook 630574.3611
Orland Park 701S.460.8090
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Someone understands
what I'm all about ... UPS!
They knew what I wanted: great pay, benefits and a schedule that fits my plans.
Plus, UPS makes it easier for people like me to pay for college!

\ .<s

L&
Learn

Get as much as _
$23,000* in College
Financial Assistance!

Su,J,,.tR,..~te,.l

•

~ll('f,..,

PACKAGE HANDLERS
Steady, Part-Time Jobs • Great Pay
Weekends & Holidays Off • Weekly Paychecks
Consistent Work Schedule • Paid Vacations
Excellent Benefits (Medical/Life & 40t Kl

HODGKINS
(1·55 & 1·294 • South Suburbs)

Ph: 1·888-4UPS·JOB

ADDISON
(Army Trail & Lombard Rds.)
Ph: 630.628·3737

Acceu Code: 4417

www.statravel.com
Onlln €

u

O n THE P HOnE

,.,

NORTHBROOK

PALAnNE

(Shermer & Willow Rds.)

(Hicks & Rand Rds.)

Ph: 847-460·6788

Ph: 847·705·6025

DOWNTOWN CHICAGO
O n CAm P U/

u

(1400 S. Jefferson St. • Loop)

On TH E / TR E£T

Ph: 312·997·3749
To inquire about part-time Package Handler opportunities,
please call our facilities direct or call our 24 hour jobline at:

1·888·4UPS-JOB • Access Code: 4417
www.upsjobs.com/chicago
.
'Program guidelines apply.

Equal Opportunity Employer

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Eam $1,000-$2,000 this
semester with
a
proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundralslng easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the · program ! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser
at
(888)
923-3238,
or · visit
www .campusfundraiser.com

Underground Cafe . \~
600 S. Michigan - Basement

this week,s specials:
Cheese Steak Panini
Club Salad

Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3

beef, peppers, onions, mozzarella

$4.00

romaine, bacon, egg, chicken tenders, honey mustard

Beer Cheese Soup

in a bread bowl

$3.75

$4.00

,
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Home for the Holidays
Jocelyn Thibault and the Blackhawks play eight games in front
of Blackhawk fans at the United Center this month.
Ottawa Senators
Wednesday, December 4, 7:30

Anaheim Mighty Ducks
Friday, December 6, 7:30
Tampa Bay Lightning
Sunday, December 8, 7:00

Dallas Stars Sunday, December 15, 7:00
VancouverCanucks
Tuesday, December 17, 7:30
Toys for Tots: Bring an unwrapped new toy to the United
Center and make someone's holiday a little brighter.

FAMILY NIGHT
Columbus Blue Jackets
Friday, December 20, 7:30
Adults buying two full-price 300-Leve/ tickets receive up to two free
tickets for kids 12 or under. Tickets available within three hours of
game time, only at the United Center Box Office, on the day of the
selected game. Ca/1312 943 7000 for more information.
Toys for Tots: Bring an unwrapped new toy to the United
Center and make someone's holiday a little brighter.

Blackhawk Student Promotion:
Students who present their current college or
high school photo ID at the United Center Box
Office within three hours of game time will receive
one $15 seat for $8.
Offer good for all regular-season home games, based upon
$15 ticket availability.

Individual Game Tickets: 312 5591212
Blackhawk Home Games at the United Center
through February 25 are on sale now!

chicagoblackhawks.com
United Center Box Office Hours:
Mon.- Sat. 11 am-6pm

Season Tickets & Groups: 312 943 7000

HOLIDAY CELEBRATION
Los Angeles Kings Sunday, December 22, 7:00
Minnesota Wild Thursday, December 26, 7:30

your
colors

30
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Freshmen carry heavy load
0

With schools losing players to the NBA, young talent dominates

By Rudolph Sanchez
Contributing Writer

Welcome back to the grind that is college. Did everyone enjoy that extended
weekend and Thanksgiving? Although I'm
actually writing this column before this
year's turkey day, I' m assuming I had a
good time and that I' m a couple of pounds
heavier-turkey coming o ut of my ears.
And that the Pats spanked the Lions and
the Cowboys upset the Redskins. I could
be wrong.
But now that Thanksgiving is history
and December is officially upon us, consumers have converged on my neighborhood in droves-all of them all too anxious to bum all their money on a twinkling
Michigan Avenue. Pushing through
throngs of crazed suburban shoppers to my
front door is a chore I' II have to endure for
23 more days. What's wrong with these
people? Haven' tthey ever heard of Santa
Claus (and for the sake of this column
we'll pretend he's real.)? I might have
been a linle naughtier than I was nice this
year, but I decided to make a Iist for Santa
anyway.
Dear Mr. C laus, please leave one of the·
following under my tree this Xmas:
I. A decent and healthy staning QB for
the Bears.
2. A C ubs bullpen that can throw.
3. A new Sam sung 46" LCD TV (to
watch the game on).
4. A bone-crushing hit on Warren Sapp.

5. Tickets to next year's All-Star game
at Comiskey.
6. Columbia College Chicago
Cheerleaders.
7. Marat Satin's Adidas endorsement.
8. Hammacher Schlemmer's Arcade lee
Hockey.
9. A spot on Jeopardy versus Don King
and Mike Tyson.
I 0. To be Enrique Ig lesias just for five,
10 minutes ...
II. A ride home from Damon
Stoudamire and Rasheed Wallace.
12. Or a Volvo S80 T6 in Metallic
Platinum Green.
13. Sir Charles kissing Kenny Smith's
rump--oh, wait, never mind.
14. A Philadelphia Eagles Cheerleaders
2003 lingerie calendar.
15. Some Legos.

With so many players exiting college early for the BA,
freshmen are asked to step up immediately. And th is season's freshmen are looking to make a name for themselves.
The University onh Carol ina's freshmen are looking to
bring respect back to Chapel Hill. The Tar Heels are a perfect example of the massive responsiblity placed on the
shoulders of inexperienced players. Last year they had to
endure a season in which they lost 20 games--one year
after winning 20.
UNC is hoping it's got all that losing out of its system.
" We have the youngest team Nonh Carolina's ever had,
and maybe the youngest team the ACC's ever had," said
Head Coach Matt Doherty.
The Tar Heels roster has only two seniors, who see linle
playing time. The team's remaining scholarship players
include three sophomores and s ix freshmen.
The Tar Heels boast one of the best recruiting classes in
the nation. Three of its players were McDonald's All
Americans (Raymond Felton, Sean May and Rashad
McCants). McCants scored more than 20 points in his first
game for North Carolina.
"Our fans know this is a young team," said senior Will
Johnson. "They want to see us play hard and play together,
if we do that! know we have the players to tum this thing
around."

Sophomores Jackie Manuel, Melvin Scon and Jawad
Williams will need to step up if the Tar Heels want to be
competitive this year.
Another team that will try to refute the claim that freshmen can't take you to the Final Four is the Duke Blue
Devils. The Blue Devils lost three of the top players in the
nation last year-Carlos Boozer, Mike Dunleavy and Jay
Williams.
"It was different not seeing Jason and Mike and Carlos
out there, but we've got some very special players," senior
Dahntay Jones said. "They are going to be stars one day,
it's just going to take them a little more t ime."
Time is not something that demanding fans are willing to
give college teams.
" We know we have to perform immediately, even after
losing so many players," said Head Coach Mike
Krzyzewski. "With so many players leaving to [go to)the
pros it has caused a lot of teams to look to younger players
to develop a lot sooner."
Krzyzewski wi ll be working with some of the best young
players in the nation. Power forward Shavlik Randolph and
Shelden Williams will be asked to play solid defense and
grab plenty of rebounds. This is a tall order for freshmen
forwards who have to develop a low-post presence early in
the college careers. In addition, the Blue Devils have some
solid guards in Sean Dockery and J.J. Redick.

AP Photo/Grant Halverson

Raymond Felton is just one of the Tar Heels' six freshman
on the roster.
The Florida Gators have two freshmen looking to make
a little noise come March. Man Walsh and Anthony
Roberson began the season putting up some uppercl assmen
numbers. Walsh with his orange shoes and white headband
scored 26 points. Roberson, the more hyped recruit of the
two, scored 13 points.
The Gators have a solid freshmen class to go with Walsh
and Roberson. Rashid AI-Kaleem, Mario Boggan and
Christian Drejer will a lso look to contribute this season.
This year freshmen will definitely be at the forefront of
many squads. The rest of the season wi ll determine how
far they'll be able to take their teams.

Students
Continued from Back Page
work experience and trying to get a job," Young said. Young
also said the NCAA fails to take into account the fact that
the cost of living varies from state to state.
" If my rent is $700 and student athletes in Iowa pay significantly less, we both still end up gening stipend checks
for the same amount," Young said.
Timmons suggests that many of the NCAA's rules are
designed to protect the organization and its members from
lawsuits rather than to consider the welfare of the student
athlete.
Timmons' bill of rights offers students the right to have
the "NCAA review on a reg ular basis the number of athletically related financial aid scho larships."
NCAA regulations say if a student is offered both a full
academic and a full athletic scholarship, the student can
only take one of the scholarships.
" If you get offered two half-scholarships, you sho uld be
able to take them both, or as many scholarships as you need
to total one full one," Mariani said.
In what was probably the boldest move ever against the
NCAA and its restrictions on student athletes, a group of
former and current UCLA players staned an organization in
January 200 I seeking changes in rules governing money
and student athletes. The United Steelworkers ofAmerica, a
labor union well versed in making financial demands,
helped the group in its formation.
The organization, the Collegiate Athletics Coal ition,
headed by former UCLA football player Ramogi Huma, has
recruited members from most Pac- 10 Conference schools,

including USC.
The CAC's website says, "Although student athletes have
generated tremendous amounts of revenues in NCAA spons
for some time, the NCAA continues to leave these young
men and women without basic protections."
After gai ning a flurry of attention at the time of its inception, the group has stagnated, earning very few mentions in
the media and even fewer concessions from the NCAA .
Perhaps this is because the group's stance runs against the
popular tide-most of the sentiment among university otlicials, media commentators and the NCAA calls for higher
academ ic standards and more careful monitoring of students.
Scandals involving booster payments to players are frontpage news, and students who struggle to pay for school have
linle sympathy for athletes who, in their minds, have a free
ride.
Most recently, Michigan's basketball program imposed
penalties on itself in hopes of forestalling more severe
action by the NCAA.
In an internal investigation by the school, it found a
retired auto worker, Ed Man in, paid a total of $616,000 to
players during the 1990s. In doing so, the Wolverines forfeited their victories from six seasons, including the 1992
and ' 93 Final Four, paid back $450,000 in postseason revenues and elected to skip 2003 postseason play.
But those who have examined restrictions on students
think something needs to change.
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Baseball artifacts
come to Chicago
0

Field Museum to host 'Baseball As America' exhibit

December 2, 2002

Student
athletes have
perks, limits
0 Former KU coach,
United Steel Workers of
America take strides to protect the financial rights of
college athletes
By Heidi Hardt & Andrew Dalton
Daily Trojan

Photos by Mart< Thiessen/National Geographic Society

Yogi Berra's ball and glove from the only perfect game in Wor1d Series history and a Honus Wagner card are among the items
that will be on display at the Field Museum Feb. 8 to July 20, 2003.

By Dustin Klass
Sports Editor
Beginning Feb. 8, and running through July 20, 2003,
the Field Museum will have an exhibit called " Baseball
As America."
According to a press release distributed by the Field
Museum , the exhibit will consist o f more than 500 artifacts brought in from the National Baseball Hall of Fame
and Museum. Some of the artifacts include the fi rst ball
pitched by Cy Young in the fi rst World Series and photographs and collectibles fro m Jackie Robinson, Joe
DiMaggio, Babe Ruth and many more.
The Field Museum wi ll also display antiques from the
Negro Leagues and fro m women 's baseball leagues during World War II. According to the press release, this is
the first time that the items have left the Baseball Hall o f
Fame.
"Baseball As America" was organized by the Natio nal
Baseball Hall o f Fame and Museum. The Field M useum
is the third venue out of seven oth er ci)ics that have gotten their hands on the artifact!.. Ot her tour !.lops include
C incinnati , St. Peter, hurg, Fla., St. Louis, Washingto n
and Hou!.ton.
Field Mu!.eum !.poke!.per, on and ex hibit organ izer,
Todd Tchuti!., !.ai d that the Hall of Fame wanted to all ow
peopl e around the country to sec the artifacts and try to
garner more po pularit y to the national pasti me.
'The Hall of Fame thought that it would he a great
idea to tour the 500 top object!. they have and reall y
explore the idea of baseball as Amerk a's natio nal pastime," Tchutis said. " We liked that here at the Field
Mw.cum particul arl y beca use it wasn' t j u!.l a sports show
hut it really looked at the soc ial and cultural aspects of
the sport a!. well. IIt's [ much more than j ust facts and
fi gures, names and statistics."
The exhibit feat ures article!. such as replicas of Bahe
l< uth's hat from 1927. a I 'J'JM Mark McGwire hat and a
l< od Carew hat from I'Jf!5. Although f:ons will not he
able to ~ wing thc rn , they will have a chance to touch

them and get a feel for the weight of the bats that those
slu ggers used. A replica of Honus Wagner's rookie
card will also be on display. It's the most expensive
card of all time , and was recently auctio ned off for
$ 1,265,000.
Tebutis said that " Baseball As America" is designed to
attract the hard-core fan and society as a whole. He said
that there will be literature about how baseball changed
America's di versity and how it played a role in changing
society over the years.
With Chicago being an active sports city, Tebutis said
that it is very important that the Field Museum has the
opportunity to share the exhibit with C hicago fans.
Although there have not been many recent memories that
Chicago baseball fans would like to remember, Tebutis
said that there will be many notable moments in Chicago
baseball hi story highlighted in the exhibit.
"There's a mural that comes with the exhibit that
shows great mo ments in baseball hi story, and the majority o f them show C hicago," he said. "[It is ) interesting
that this exhibit is going to [many ) diffe rent venues and
Chicago's very prominent. "
Along with the artifacts, there will be interacti ve displays avai lable to patrons. One of the displays that
Tebutis eluded to is call ed 'Get a Grip '. It has four balls
that allow people to practice their grips o n di fferent
pitches: the four-sea med fastball, knuckleball. curveball
and circle change-up. The balls cannot be thrown. but
fa ns can get a feel for the grips o f the pitches.
Te butis also said that there wi ll be an interacti ve computer di splay that contains the Hall o f Fame database.
Fans can look up film, still and audio cli ps of different
pl ayers.
Te butis said that the exhi bit is going to cover roughly
7,000 square feet at the Field Museum. He went o n to
say that there arc a lot of small artifacts that arc going to
he on display, which wi ll fill many cases.
A ticket to get into the ex hibit mu st be purchased
along with the basic price o f admi ssion. The co mbined
total admiss io n wi ll be $ 15 for adults, $ 10 for senio rs
and students with IDs nnd $7 for children.

(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES-Oh, the glorious
life of the student athlete. They are awash in the
adoration of the student body, the joy of top-flight
competition and the fawning gaze of the television
camera. And they get to go to school for free.
But there are catches. Loads of them, which are
explained in a thicket of NCAA rules and regulations that only a law student could figure out.
Scholarship athletes can earn only $2,000 during
the offseason, no matter what opportunities are
available. They are allowed little more than a small
monthly stipend for room and board. The school
basically owns their image, can sell a jersey with
their name on it, and can put their picture on its promotional material without reimbursement.
Football and basketball players generate billions
in income every year. CBS paid $6 billion for its
current contract to televise the NCAA Tournament.
At the same time, most universities complain that
they actually lose money on sports, and most of
them, including USC, do show losses in annual
reports. But universities rarely have trouble paying
top-flight college coaches.
Several college football coaches make more than
$ 1 million a year. USC coach Pete Carroll makes
$1 .2 million, according to the Seattle Tlllles.
Student athletes are left with only their stipend,
$873 a month under most circumstances, which
amounts to $7,857 a year.
Lately, efforts have been made in various forms to
speak up for the rights of the student athlete. A former Kansas coach wrote a bill of rights for student
athletes, and the United Steelworkers of America
have helped college players organize for more
money.
Bob Timmons, former track and field coach at
Kansas, recently published his bill of rights for
NCAA athletes in an effort to protect students. The
bill of rights includes a proposal for national health
and safety requirements.
Timmons sent 20 copies of the 64-page booklet to
the NCAA and hundreds more to coaches, the
media and the presidents of every NCAA school.
The booklet advocates such things as individual
rather than institutional penalties for most infractions, as well as due process standards for punishing
athletes that mirror the Constitution of the United
States. The latter is more revolutionary than it
sounds, as it would include such things as the inability to search or drug test student athletes without
cause.
One student likes the idea, but doesn't expect the
bill of rights to have a significant impact.
"It couldn' t hurt, but how much power do students really have?" said Julie Mariani, a defensive
specialist on the women's volleyball team.
Mariani said that, at most, the document would
give students a reason to complain.
Timmons· proposal also calls for the right of athletes to work and receive more than they do now.
"Freshmen aren't al lowed to work at all and there
are limits on the amount of money a student athlete
can cam ," said Erin Young, a senior guard for the
women's basketball team.
Some student athletes cite NCAA regulations as a
hindrance to preparing themselves for the job market when they grnduate from college. While business, science and journalism students are encouraged to get into the working world to gain experience while still in school, student athletes nre forbidden such opportunities.
"I feel like my sport has limited me in terms of

See Students, page 31

